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Special constitution election scheduled
By CHRISTIE COBURN
Montana Kaimin Associate Editor
ASUM. President Joe Mazurek said a 
special election on the proposed ASUM 
constitution will be held April 15, the same 
day as ASUM executive elections.
Election of Central Board delegates will 
be postponed until after a decision is made 
on the new constitution. The constitution, 
if approved, will go into effect immediately 
and change the manner in which the dele­
gates are elected. To be adopted, the consti­
tution must receive a two-thirds vote from 
25 per cent of the student body.
Mazurek said he has called the special 
election without CB’s approval because
Central Board refused to approve the re­
apportionment of delegate representation, 
which is included in the new constitution.
“If Central Board will not reapportion 
itself, we will do it for them,” he said.
Mazurek said the new representation 
system would make delegates more respon­
sive to their constituency and “guarantee 
equal representation for all.”
CB decided to retain the present class 
representation system last quarter when 
agreement could not be reached on the 
method of reapportionment.
After the new representation system was 
rejected, Mazurek ruled that the version of 
the new constitution did not include suffi­
cient change to present to the students.
The representation system in the consti­
tution Mazurek is presenting will provide 
for election of delegates from four districts.
The districts are dormitory living groups, 
organized off-campus living groups (which 
include fraternities and sororities), married 
student housing and unorganized off-cam­
pus students.
The number of delegates from each dis­
trict would be proportionate to the number 
of students living in that district and would 
be decided by a census taken each Winter 
Quarter.
At least one delegate would be elected 
from each group.
The number of delegates representing 
dormitory residents would be divided ac­
cording to the number of freshmen and 
upperclassmen. The delegates representing 
upperclassmen would be elected in the 
spring with the other delegates, and fresh­
man delegates would be elected in the fall.
The total number of CB delegates would 
not exceed 2 0 .
The only requirement for delegates would 
be that they are students in good standing. 
A student could run for a position from any 
district, but could vote only in the district 
where he lives.
The new constitution would also give the 
president budgetary powers now held by 
the Budget and Finance Committee. It will 
also contain the new judicial system ap­
proved by CB last quarter.
Pfeiffer charges conspiracy 
responsible for Cambodian revolt
AN INDEPENDENT DAILY[W ^ W P iffrw iW ^ P W l ! ^ ^ ^ ^ M$TUDENT NEWSPAPERhidiitanq
K a i m i n
By RICHARD BANGS
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
The overthrow of Prince Siha­
nouk and the establishment of a 
military government in Cambodia 
was a calculated conspiracy of the 
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, 
E. W. Pfeiffer, professor of zool­
ogy, said yesterday.
Mr. Pfeiffer recently returned 
from Cambodia, where he investi­
gated defoliation damage caused 
by the U.S. Army.
He said the overthrow of the 
Cambodian government was the 
culmination of increased U.S. in­
volvement in Cambodia.
Mr. Pfeiffer said the U.S. muni­
tions ship, Columbia Eagle, which 
was mutineered in the Cambodian 
harbor, may have carried muni­
tions which were used to put down 
Prince Sihanouk.
Prince Sihanouk tried to keep
Cambodia neutral, Mr. Pfeiffer 
said. The new government has co­
operated with U.S. and South Viet­
nam governments in the Vietnam 
war, he said.
Mr. Pfeiffer said he won’t be 
satisfied that the United States was 
not involved until a congressional 
committee has investigated U.S. 
involvement in Southeast Asia and 
gotten some concrete responses 
from Washington. He said the 
committee should also look at the 
documents of the International 
Control Council and see what its 
findings are.
The International Control Coun­
cil is an investigating committee 
established by the United Nations 
to determine who, if anyone, was 
at fault in Cambodia.
Mr. Pfeiffer said the United 
States also has bombed and strafed 
Cambodian civilians and the Cam­
bodian army and U.S. officials re­
ported the victims as Viet Cong. 
He said he could support his state­
ment with findings of the Interna­
tional Control Council of Cambo­
dia.
The council reported that it 
found only the bodies of Cambo­
dians and no Viet Cong in the at­
tack areas in Cambodia. According 
to U.S. sources, the attack areas, 
near the town of Mimot, were the 
strongholds of Viet Cong.
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LIGHT milk march backed
Bill tests war legality
A bill designed to test the le­
gality of the Vietnam war was 
signed yesterday by Gov. Francis 
Sargent of Massachusetts.
He said he signed the bill to en­
able the issue to be brought be­
fore the U. S. Supreme Court.
The bill would provide that no 
Massachusetts resident be required 
to serve in armed hostilities un­
less Congress declares war.
Larry Elison, UM professor of
law, and William F. Crowley, as­
sociate professor of law, declined 
comment on the measure, saying 
they would have to study the bill 
first.
Mr. E l i s o n  said comments 
“would be shooting from the hip,” 
but said he doubts if the bill will 
stand up in the courts.
Mr. Elison said the political at­
titude of Montana is not condu­
cive to similar legislation, regard­
less of its constitutionality.
Two UM philosophy professors 
will encourage students to march 
with the Low Income Group for 
Human Treatment ( L I G H T )  
against the milk price increase of 
one cent per quart this afternoon.
The move will come in the first 
of a series of noon discussions to­
day at the west entrance of the 
UC.
Professors Bryan T. Black and 
John F. Lawry wiH- relate the in­
flationary price rise in milk to 
the expenditures caused by the 
Vietnam war in today’s discussion.
“The price rise is the result of 
inflation, and inflation is the re­
sult of expenditures for war,” Mr. 
Lawry said.
The price of milk has risen from 
55 cents to 57 cents a half gallon. 
Families are expected to pay from 
$1 to $3 more a month on milk 
due to the increase.
The march, scheduled at the
Dismissal sparks MSU protest
By TINA TORGRIMSON 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
A four-hour sit-in involving 
about 250 students was staged yes­
terday at Montana State Univer­
sity in Bozeman in protest of the 
dismissal of an English instructor.
Acting President William John­
stone and other members of the 
administration agreed to give 
James Myers a chance to keep his 
job.
The demonstration was organ­
ized when it became public knowl­
edge that the MSU Budget Com­
mittee voted Tuesday night to rec­
ommend to the Board of Regents 
that Mr. Myers’ teaching contract 
not be renewed.
According to the Exponent, MSU 
student newspaper, Mr. Myers was 
a controversial campus figure who 
had written a satirical letter about 
Montana. The newspaper said the 
reason given by the Budget Com­
mittee for not renewing Mr. My­
ers’ contract was that he had had 
his master’s degree for three years
UM freshman found dead
Gregg Lee Meyer, 19, a fresh­
man in forestry from Barrington, 
111., was found dead of exhaustion 
and exposure yesterday afternoon 
in the Pattee Canyon area south­
east of Missoula.
Missoula County sheriffs offi­
cers said Meyer’s barefoot body 
was found about 3 p.m. yesterday 
by two youths operating a trapline 
in the area. Officers said Meyer 
had become lost the night before 
after being separated from Jim 
Allgood, another University stu­
dent.
Allgood said he and Meyer had 
driven into the area Wednesday 
evening and became separated aft­
er midnight. Allgood found his 
way out of the wooded area about 
noon yesterday, authorities said.
Funeral arrangements are pend­
ing at Livingston-Malletta funeral 
home in Missoula,
GREGG LEE MEYER
and should begin working toward 
his doctorate.
The protest ended when Mr. My­
ers, several academic deans and a 
five-man committee named by stu­
dent demonstrators emerged from 
a meeting with Mr. Johnstone. 
They informed the protesters that 
Mr. Myers would be allowed to 
appeal his case Wednesday at a 
closed meeting with the Budget 
Committee.
The demonstrators greeted Mr. 
Myers’ announcement with cheers. 
Before the protesters dispersed, 
Mr. Myers reportedly asked for 
their continued support should the 
Budget Committee uphold its dis­
missal decision.
Sorority house 
hit by raiders
A raid on the Delta Delta Delta 
sorority house early yesterday 
morning netted an estimated $160 
in lingerie and cash, according to 
Leslie Anderson, house spokesman.
Miss Anderson said a group of 
men, which she could not identify, 
broke into the house about 3 a.m. 
and took $155 in lingerie and $2.50 
in cash.
Miss Anderson said the stolen 
goods were returned yesterday 
evening “ in a big plastic garbage 
bag left on the front porch.”
Burlington Northern Railway sta­
tion at 1 p.m., will include a walk 
south on Higgins Ave. to Front 
Street, west on Front to Ryman 
Street and north to the courthouse.
At the courthouse, members of 
LIGHT will distribute powdered 
milk and pass out leaflets on the 
nutritional value of powdered 
milk.
Speakers Gary Curtis, Vietnam 
Yeteran and former UM student, 
Hugh Standley, director of LIGHT, 
and possibly Thomas Power, UM 
economics professor, will discuss 
the problems involved in the milk 
price rise.
The Montana Milk Control 
Board, in a February meeting, 
passed the price increase, effective 
last Monday, by a three to two 
vote. An injunction is pending in 
District Court by Judge Paul G.
Hatfield. The hearing will be April 
16.
The jprice increase, according to 
David Polovin, VISTA member 
and worker for LIGHT, is attrib­
uted to the rising labor costs. Of 
the one cent increase, 40 per cent 
would go to the farmer, 45 per 
cent would go to the processor and 
the retailers would retain their 15 
per cent markup.
According to Mr. Polovin, 300 
to 400 persons will walk along 
with about 30 to 40 Day Care 
teachers and children, farmers 
from the Bitterroot Valley and the 
Missoula Peace Coalition members.
Mr. Polovin said weather con­
ditions would not postpone the 
march.
“If people show, we’ll march,” 
he said.
K yi-Y o schedules speaker
Lehman Brightman, director of 
the Indian Studies Program at 
the University of California, Ber­
keley, will be the keynote speaker 
at the second annual Kyi-Yo In­
dian Youth Conference April 16 to 
18 at UM.
Nearly 500 Indian college stu­
dents, reservation leaders and high 
school students from throughout 
the United States are expected to 
attend the conference.
The conference, sponsored by the 
Kyi-Yo Indian Club, will empha­
size the value of education to In­
dians.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-
Mass., chairman of the Senate Sub­
committee on Indian Education, 
will highlight the conference with 
an address on April 18 at 9 am. 
in the Field House.
Participants’ schedules will in­
clude seminar discussions on re­
cent developments in the lives of 
American Indians.
A “get-acquainted” rock dance 
will be held April 17 at 7 p.m. in 
the UC.
Activities April 18 will include 
a parade through downtown Mis­
soula and a performance of the 
Apache Devil Dancers from Santa 
Fe, N.M., in the UC.
Registrar favors slow change
( Policy changes should come 
about slowly and be based on 
careful study of enrollment and 
curriculum growth, newly ap­
pointed UM Registrar Wayne C. 
Woolston told the Montana Kai­
min yesterday.
Mr. Woolston said he has not 
had a chance to study current 
registration policies and is there­
fore unprepared to offer immedi­
ate changes.
“I am not a rabble-rouser,” Mr. 
Woolston said. “I am not going to 
change the system right away. Leo 
Smith has made it work for 25 
years, so it’s probably good enough 
for the present.”
In reference to student policy 
making, he said “A student can­
not always demand his own terms, 
but he is always entitled to con­
sideration and answers. I have no 
objections to meeting with a stu­
dent or any group of students, out­
side of the radical or the rioter.” 
A student has ways of presenting 
complaints other than the crisis re­
action, he added.
Inadequate office and1 storage 
space is one of the main prob­
lems Mr. Woolston sees in current 
operation of the UM registrar’s of­
fice.
Mr. Woolston said he has not 
been given a timetable on plans 
to convert the Lodge into regis­
trar and business offices.
The Woolstons will move to 
Montana from Colorado Springs, 
where Mr. Woolston is director of 
admissions and records at the Uni­
versity of Colorado, Colorado 
Springs Center.
Ex-Bear Paw (rolls bell for UM
About 35 years ago, a kid named Bobby enrolled in the Uni­
versity.
Bobby was a good kid. He was interested in student govern­
ment and did very well in school. However, the kid had one 
big hangup.
He wanted to be a football player.
Bobby had neither the size nor speed to be a gridiron hero, 
but he went to all the games and cheered loudly as school spirit 
and football fancy swelled his breast.
While millions of Americans were struggling in the whirl­
pool of Depression, Bobby joined the equivalent of Bear Paws 
and later became president of the spirited organization.
As the nations of the world girded for war, Bobby became 
student body president and wrote a masterful front-page edi­
torial for the Kaimin that zealously called for an increase in 
school spirit.
It is 1970. University funding is approaching a crisis and 
Bobby wants to build a $2 million football stadium.
Most University professors are underpaid but the head foot­
ball coach receives a salary equal to $1,600 a game as his five 
assistants get $1,100 a game.
Classes are crammed with as many as 500 students and Bob­
by wants $6 million to put a dome on his stadium.
Lack of money makes education an ordeal for many bright 
students while athletes receive “ full ride” scholarships or hog 
the prime work-study jobs.
The ground has not been broken for construction on a fa­
cility to replace UM’s “deplorable” library yet Bobby gives 
instant approval for a Field House remodeling project.
The existing library has a shortage of books because money 
is more readily spent on shoulder pads and jocks straps.
Graduate students are stowed away in basements and broom 
closets that serve as “offices” as Bobby charters airplanes so 
Grizzly athletic teams can commute to Spokane, Butte and 
Bozeman.
Catering to alumni greenbacks, the administration has al­
lowed the dust raised by a few moments of gridiron excite­
ment to cloud the purpose of the University.
It is 1970, Bobby Pantzer. Isn’t it time you turned in your 
Bear Paw sweater?
T. Gilles
Swanberg laments look-alike politicians, 
similarities to egotistical tower-dwellers
To the Kaimin; ,
About this time each year two 
comedies are played out: the' first 
is the annual spring election where 
tweedle di and tweedlely dy try 
to prove that they are more lib­
eral than anybody else; and the 
second is the state of the campus 
message by the Kaimin. It is 
sometimes difficult to figure out 
who is running for office, the Kai­
min editor or the candidates. Blast­
ing away at all the world’s injus­
tice and oppression, the editor 
mounts his ivory tower and nev­
er leaves it (that is known as “edi­
torial freedom” ). In the course of 
this ego search, the Kaimin rejects 
any proposals to modify it or to
.qut its .budget.Instead of report,- 
ing the news, the Kaimin editor 
uses* sr Selective pblicy of what lie 
will print and report. This is espe­
cially true of student faculty com­
mittees. After several years of 
holding journalistic principles high 
as an argument for getting into 
the Faculty Senate, the Kaimin 
doesn’t bother to go. To my knowl­
edge not once has the Kaimin ever 
attended the various Faculty Sen­
ate committees.
It is lucky for you, Mr. Gilles, 
that the student asses are just as 
dead as yours.
E Pluribus Unum.
ARNOLD F. SWANBERG 
Senior, History
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Congressman Olsen's ignorance appals graduate student
To the Kaimin:
As an unannounced guest at the 
latest Environmental C o u n c i l  
meeting, Congressman Olsen was 
asked to say a few words to the 
assemblage of concerned persons. 
He humbly accepted the floor and 
proceeded into a thirty-five min­
ute, off-the-cuff presentation. He 
was quick to explain that he 
above all people was not taking a 
back seat to the issues of environ- 
mehtaT'quality. As a member of,the 
congressional public ..works com.-; 
mittee he had and would continue 
to demonstrate overt concern in 
matters effecting the natural con­
dition of Montana and the Na­
tion.
The major direction of this off- 
the-cuff commentary involved 
flighty excursions into laughable 
tidbits of seemingly incoherent 
pieces of information. Upon laud­
ing the audience, for the third 
time, as to their show of concern 
and involvement he opened the 
floor for questions — only to ad­
mit when asked that he did not 
know how these interested persons 
could become more effectively in­
volved in decisions concerning the 
fate of their environment. Rais­
ing a doubtful brow to this re­
mark one can only wonder what 
the good congressman has been 
doing in the public service for 
some ten years. If the experience 
of all these years has not taught 
any good lessons in political ef­
fectiveness and involvement, what 
has?
Obviously, someone has been 
electing the man whether he liked 
it or not.
An admirable rejoinder to the 
congressman’s apparent lack of 
political know-how came from the 
intended speaker for the meeting. 
Dr. Brad Hainsworth. With less
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than adequate time for his pre­
sentation he went on to answer 
the question of increased and ef­
fective involvement through prop­
er channels.
Perhaps the honorable represen­
tative would have done well with 
less talking and more listening. 
ROBERT KIRCHER 
Graduate, Sociology
ASM
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UM Job Corps recruits President termed own obstacle to peace
•e are you? _  iWhere
Central Board, Publications Board and other lower life forms 
whine that the Montana Kaimin is owned and operated by an 
effete platoon of left-wing journalists.
Overlooking Job Corps pay scales, long, inconvenient hours 
and constant harassment from the babbling tongues of student 
politicians, people have asked why few non-journalism majors 
have worked on the Kaimin.
The Kaimin staff has encouraged non-journalists to contri­
bute to the publication, but results have been negligible.
So the Kaimin again offers open arms to aspiring journal­
ists.
•  We could use a few people who would like to put in two 
to six hours a day as reporters.
•  We would appreciate free-lance photography work.
•  We welcome suggestions on situations that should be in­
vestigated by the Kaimin.
• We could even use a good socio-economic-political column­
ist and are begging for music and art reviewers.
Any person who feels qualified and/or interested in any of 
the above tasks is cordially invited to gallop to the Kaimin of­
fice and begin work.
Should a stampede develop, we’ll attempt to head off the 
lead steer.
T. Gilles
Alumnus asks status of University racism
Dear Sir:
I write to you out of respect for 
the astute editors of my college 
days. I need your help in deter­
mining whether my Alma Mammy 
is worthy of what little money I 
can send from time to time. One 
failing of the Alumni News is that 
it is, above all, uncontroversial, 
however good at putting the bite 
on the old grad.
I do worry about the University, 
and what I can contribute has 
strings attached. I want to know, 
for instance, how my school re­
acts to the racist policies of Brig­
ham Young University and the 
Mormons. I want to know what 
the general consensus was on the 
departure of those black athletes 
at Wyoming. In short, my main 
concern, one which the alumni 
paper carefully avoids, is “How is 
racism making it at UM?” I can! 
i l
not and will not lend even a 
modicum of support to the type of 
atmosphere which existed 10 years 
ago.
As I perceived the psyche of my 
white, middleclass, Protestant ex­
tensions from the great American 
heartland from my birth to the 
time I left Montana in 1959, it 
came out always: Racist.
Nothing significant, except the 
echoes of Dr. Feidler, Dr. Colvin 
or Dr. Huling, all of whom have 
since gone, has succeeded in alter­
ing this memory.
How about telling it like it is 
for those old dogs who are con­
cerned?
RALPH E. DeLANGE 
B.A., English, ’59
Editor’s note: Since Mr. De- 
Lange’s letter came in the form 
of a question, it is our answer 
that racism is alive and flourish­
ing at UM. 
lo Jio- aoisqqa
Mrs. Andrie suggests anti-pollution cycle
Dear kiddies and staff members: 
Now that we are all aware that 
our space, air and water is not 
only limited but diminishing fast 
and we want to do something per­
sonally to help, perhaps Eddie Al­
bert’s observation from scientific 
data might give a clue:
“One car driven down one block 
consumes the oxygen one hun-
Policy on Letters 
to the Editor
Letters generally should be no 
longer than 400 words, preferably 
typed and triple spaced, with the 
writer's full name, major and class, 
address and phone number listed. 
They should be brought or mailed 
to the Montana Kaimin office in 
Room 206 of the Journalism Build­
ing.
Fees increased in 1956 
Room and board fees increased 
by 10 per cent in 1956. The in­
crease brought total payments to 
$60 a quarter.
dred people need to survive for 
one month. . .”
Let’s put the foot-pedalled bike 
and walking shoes to more use, 
conserve the environment and stay 
agile!
MRS. EUGENE ANDRIE 
Missoula
By EDMUND FREEMAN
I think that President Nixon 
wants to get the United States out 
of Vietnam as soon as he can, but 
that he needs a great deal of urg­
ing and help before he will do it. 
I think he is an intelligent and 
ambitious man who would like to 
lead his country on the high road 
that modern knowledge and sensi­
bility opens to America today.
He must know that we have lit­
tle to gain in Vietnam: no prestige 
in the world, no improved position 
in the Pacific, no victory over 
communism. And much to lose 
there: our military strength, which, 
for whatever it is worth, might 
be better poised in other parts; 
our constructive imagination and 
wealth which is terribly needed in 
our own country and in other parts 
of the world; and our national 
unity which is being shattered by 
our intervention in a far-off civil 
war which we know very little 
about.
I cannot find that the President’s 
most trusted adviser on foreign 
policy, Henry Kissinger, has ever 
endorsed our intervention in Viet­
nam. In his magazine article on 
Domestic Structure and Foreign 
Policy four years ago, he described 
the ways in which bureaucracy 
can lead nations into tragic mis­
takes, especially when widely dif­
ferent social and political systems 
are involved. In that article he 
made only slight mention of Viet­
nam, but in both instances it was 
adverse mention: that our policy 
there revealed a great reluctance 
to develop a negotiating position 
or a specific statement of objec­
tives, and that we seemed unaware 
of “the inconsistency between the 
neutralization of Laos and the 
step-up of the military in Viet­
nam.”
Failures cited
In his contribution to a sym­
posium in June, 1968, Mr. Kis­
singer was much more outspoken 
about the failure of almost all our 
concepts—both military and lib­
eral—in Vietnam. We had been 
blind in destroying local authority 
and in insisting on the elective 
fttdcess Hi Viethath; foolish irf’be- 
lieving that altruism was a guar­
antee for the correctness of a pol­
icy; and sadly uninformed in our 
conception of American interest: 
“Even if Peking were the seat of 
aggressive Asian communism . . . 
the acquisition of Vietnam by Pe­
king would be infinitely less sig­
nificant in terms of the balance of 
power than the acquisition of nu­
clear weapons by Peking.”
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Mr. Kissinger concluded in 1968: 
“Vietnam is more than a failure of 
policy. It is really a very critical 
failure of the American philosophy 
of international relations . . .  I feel 
we have to make a really prayer­
ful assessment of what we went in 
there for, not to pin blame on any 
people or particular set of condi­
tions but to assess the whole pro­
cedure and concepts that got us 
involved there.”
Two obstacles to peace 
But I do not think that all this 
is going to get us out of Vietnam 
very soon. There are two obstacles 
in the way. Mr. Kissinger defines 
one of them. Mr. Nixon represents 
the other. For all of Kissinger’s de­
ploring (as I interpret him) our 
getting into the war in Vietnam, 
he has said in his article in Foreign 
Affairs in January, 1969: “ . . . but 
the commitment of 50,000 Ameri­
cans has settled the issue of the 
importance of Vietnam. For what 
is involved now is confidence in 
American promises . . .  In many 
parts of the world—the Middle 
East, Europe, Latin America, even 
Japan—stability depends on con­
fidence in American promises.”
I cannot refute this argument, 
but I doubt its primacy. Mr. Kis­
singer himself reminds us that 
Hanoi’s previous negotiations with 
the United States may well have 
made Hanoi feel that the Geneva 
Conferences of 1954 and 1962 (over 
Laos) deprived it of part of its 
battlefield achievement. I think 
the world knows this, and that 
Harold Isaacs, associate editor of 
Newsweek, is probably right in his 
remark that “belief in the relative 
virtue or morality and even in the 
intelligence of American behavior 
has been largely shot away in Viet 
Nam.”
And I think Mr. Kissinger was 
much more to the point when he 
said that “we should encourage 
Saigon to broaden its base so that 
it is stronger for the political con­
test with the communists which 
sooner or later it must undertake.” 
Instead of encouraging this now, I 
think we should have demanded it 
long ago.
Demonstration persuasive
I spoke of Mr. Nixon as an ob­
stacle in his own way. I do not 
feel that I know any sure thing 
about his nature or his mind on 
great issues, except that he surely 
must want to get us out of this 
profitless, miserable war, and that 
he will be more inclined to get us 
out if he feels sure “the country” 
is behind him in making a rapid 
withdrawal. I can think of nothing 
more likely to make him realize 
this than massive, orderly, demon­
stration of our desire this spring.
There is much more than just 
Mr. Nixon’s good judgment that 
will enter into his decision-mak­
ing. There is his own well-known 
past position, which was to achieve 
a victory in Vietnam. There are 
the powerful bureaucracies and 
political leaders who have wanted, 
and may still want, a victory. And 
there is the “great silent major­
ity,” which I think is not a ma­
jority and I know is not silent. 
The Vice President has its ear and 
seems willing to abandon good 
judgment and to do a hatchet job 
on any part of the news media and 
the academic world that expresses 
a critical attitude toward govern­
ment policy. I think Mr. Agnew is 
one of the best reasons why we 
should keep informing the Presi­
dent that we want out of South­
east Asia, now.
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By HAYNES JOHNSON
Washington Post Staff Writer
When the first demonstrations 
against air pollution in the Mis­
soula Valley took place in the 
spring of 1968, Marilyn Templeton 
and Nancy Fritz did not partici­
pate. They were, as they said, too 
conventional; they were house­
wives and “good Republicans, ” 
not activists.
Today they head an organiza­
tion that is taking an increasingly 
militant stance in attempts to do 
something about pollution.
“Now I can understand and 
sympathize with those students 
who take over administration 
buildings,” said Mrs. Templeton 
after reciting her efforts in deal­
ing with a host of state and local 
agencies from the governor’s of­
fice down.
Mrs. Fritz adds:
“Some of our members tell us 
they’ll come back to our group 
when we’re ready to lie down in 
front of the trucks and stop pro­
duction at the paper mill. And 
they’re right. We know they’re 
right.”
They were underscoring a fact 
of life in Missoula. In a short per­
iod Missoula has turned apathy to 
action — and anger — over its 
pollution problems. Missoula has 
not solved those problems, but it 
does provide evidence of how 
swiftly pollution has caught on as 
an small towns of America as well 
as the large mainstream ones.
“You can’t be a politician in 
Missoula and say the companies 
are right and get elected,” says 
Sam Reynolds, editorial page edi­
torial page editor of The Mis- 
soulian.
City a microcosm
In a sense, Missoula is a mi-
Peace coalition 
receives funds 
to print bills
Program Council y e s t e r d a y  
granted $100 to the Peace Coali­
tion to have make-believe million 
dollar bills printed.
Information concerning the cost 
of the Vietnam war will be printed 
on the bills. These will be distrib­
uted among students and Missoula 
residents.
John Meyers, Program Council 
chairman, said Neil Diamond is 
only being paid for two-thirds 
of his show because Mr. Diamond 
played for 52 minutes instead of 
the 90 minutes that was agreed 
upon in the contract. Mr. Dia­
mond was to receive $7,400, but 
because of the discrepancy the 
council is paying him $4,900.
The council also discussed the 
possibility of having one or more of 
the Chicago 7 defendants or their 
lawyers speak here. The council 
mentioned defense attorney Wil­
liam Kunstler and defendant Da­
vid Dellinger as possibilities.
Coors Beer
on tap. 
and to go
The place to go for a great 
time. Just over the Idaho 
border. We cater to groups. 
Take the drive tonight.
OPEN YEAR AROUND
Just 1 Hour from Missoula 
10 Miles Over Loio Pass at 
the Powell Junction, 549-0861
crocosm of the nation. It is no 
sleepy backwoods town, but a uni­
versity community, and a city 
that has grown and prospered. Its 
citizens are proud of their area, 
and the beauty of their natural 
surroundings.
They are typical citizens in an­
other important sense: until re­
cently, they have accepted with­
out question the traditional Amer­
ican concept of industrialization as 
being synonymous with progress. 
They never questioned industry’s 
good faith or its willingness to 
live up to its promises voluntarily.
When Hoemer Waldorf Corp. 
opened a paper and pulp mill in 
1957, the people of Missoula took 
for granted that the plant would, 
as promised, provide for the “vir­
tual elimination of undesirable 
water and air pollution.”
The plant enjoyed economic 
success. From a $7 million opera­
tion with 78 employes in 1957 it 
grew to a $30 million investment 
and 438 employes in 1968. Pro­
duction has increased four-fold in 
that time.
With progress came problems.
Like a skunk
The plume of smoke from the 
paper mill can be spotted {or 
miles. It fills the valley not only 
with fumes, but with a foul odor. 
Company officials liken the smell 
to that of cabbage cooking on the 
kitchen stove. Other are less deli­
cate. The odor smells unmistak­
ably like a skunk.
For a period last December 
when Missoula lay in the grip of 
a week-long temperature inver­
sion Missoula health authorities 
recorded atmospheric data that 
was “startling,” according to Dr.
Kenneth J. Lampert, c o u n t y  
health officer. Dr. Lampert said 
the readings were coming close to 
those recorded when a major pol­
lution crisis in 1952, when 2,000 
Londoners died. Now, Dr. Lam­
pert says, emergency procedures 
are being considered that would 
require the shutting down of every 
pollution source in the valley dur­
ing such an inversion period.
He also says that hospital ad­
missions for respiratory ailments 
go up dramtically during the worst 
air pollution months.
The company maintains its 
fumes do not create a problem.
“ It’s not a medical problem, it’s 
an odor problem, and that’s a 
nuisance and people have a right 
to expect us to go great lengths 
to reduce that,” say Roy Country­
man, vice president and manager 
of the Hoemer Waldorf plant.
The company is now spending 
about $2 % million on new anti­
pollution equipment, he says, and 
intends to spend several times 
that amount before the mill is 
brought into compliance with 
Montana’s clean air standards.
‘Great shape’
“ I represent a company that has 
demonstrated — and positively 
demonstrated — its willingness to 
go to great lengths to put in the 
best technology to do the job. Our 
critics would have you believe 
we’re in terrible shape. We’re 
not. We are in great shape. What’s 
changed since ’57 when we came 
in here is a lot of emotion, and a 
genuine interest in pollution prob­
lems.”
Others are not so kind. They 
say the company took no steps 
to change until a long campaign
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that began in Missoula resulted in 
passage of Montana’s first Clean 
Air Act in 1967. Another sharp 
prod came when the company was 
sued by the Environmental De­
fense BHind, Inc., a national or­
ganization active in the anti-pol­
lution field.
The suit claims the emission of 
noxious sulfur compounds by the 
company has degraded the bal­
ance of life in the Missoula area, 
thereby depriving not only citi­
zens of the region of their natural 
resources, but all citizens of the 
nation. It seeks a permanent in­
junction restraining the company
from emitting the compounds.
The company says such an in­
junction could put it out of busi­
ness. Its promotional material re­
minds everyone of its economic 
impact on the area. Annual pur­
chases of over $20 million worth 
of goods services and raw ma­
terials. Direct or indirect support 
of hundreds of local businesses. 
Annual payroll of more than $4 
million. Employes pay more tha* 
$113,000 a year in income taxes.
In the past, the briefest recita­
tion of such economic power would
(continued on page 7)
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By PAUL WICKES
Williams College Record
I have just spent the better part 
of a week at the University of 
Missouri in Columbia.
I have seen a world that is dif­
ferent from what we have come 
to accept as college life.
The University has some 20,000 
students. Its architecture is uni­
formly uninteresting, a great deal 
of it being of the neo-fascist 
school. Great long buildings de­
void of style seem intentionally 
to hide their function.
The majority of the students 
live in Missouri. If you meet 
someone from someplace like
dence of being “anti-Greek.”
Fraternity membership enables 
one to live on Greek Street, and 
subjects one to rules and regula­
tions.
For example, the more senior 
brothers decide how much time 
the pledges must spend in the li­
brary, and how to help under­
classmen mature socially.
In one fraternity, the upper­
classmen decide which pledges are 
probably virgins. One night their 
names are read out and they are 
instructed to remain after dinner.
Without being told why they 
have been selected or where they 
are going, they are loaded into 
cars and driven half way to Kan­
Fraternity upper-classmen decide which pledges are virgins.
Paris or Philadelphia, it probably 
is Paris or Philadelphia, Mo.
There is a large agriculture 
school, and at night the Aggies 
drive around in green pick-up 
trucks and beat up people with 
long hair. There are very few 
people with long hair.
One student I met explained 
that the ones with long hair are 
generally freshmen who don’t 
know how to use “freedom.” By 
the time they become upperclass­
men and learn responsibility they 
get haircuts. Many get trims soon­
er, when they learn that hair may 
be a barrier to fraternity mem­
bership.
Almost everyone wants to join 
a fraternity or sorority, although 
they “want” to rather in the way 
one wants to eat each day. Not to 
join is a social malady roughly 
equivalent to never brushing one’s 
teeth.
One is suspect if he shows evi­
sas City to a black brothel where 
they are initiated into the rites of 
manhood.
The student who related this 
story proudly indicated that his 
fraternity was “typical” in this 
respect.
Living conditions in the fra­
ternity houses are not notably 
more liberal than in the dormi­
tories. There are no parietal visit­
ing privileges for either sex any­
where on the campus.
Girls who join sororities have 
much the same regulations as fra­
ternity boys and also the require­
ments (but not, presumably, the 
visits to the brothel).
One fraternity house adjoins a 
field that gets muddy when it 
rains, most of the spring. When 
the mud is at least two inches 
deep, any female who Walks past 
the house is captured and dragged 
through the mud.
P a b p l o n  H e b t s t f t e b
Editor’s note: This weekly column 
will look at campus happenings 
reported by -the Montana Kaimin 
M 50, 25 and 10. years ago .during. 
the week of March 30 to April 3. 
1920
• Because beanies were stolen 
from several freshmen, the soph­
omores allowed them four more 
days to buy new ones. After the 
deadline, heavy punishment was to 
be inflicted upon freshmen who 
appeared on campus without them, 
th Montana Kaimin said.
• “The final plans for Aber 
Day have been completed,” the 
Kaimin reported. “Buglers will 
blow assembly at 11:30 o’clock 
Thursday morning and the stu­
dents will gather in front of Main 
Hall, where services will be held 
in memory of Daddy Aber, profes­
sor in Latin and Greek in the uni­
versity until his death in 1919.
“Soon John will post a list as­
signing every man in the univer­
sity a job for April 8 . Some jobs 
will be tiresome and the toiler will 
wish Aber Day did not exist on 
the campus calendar. When this 
discontentment comes, remember 
the spirit of the day. Remember 
the years “daddy” Aber toiled to 
beautify the campus.”
Forty gallons of ice cream were 
furnished for committee workers. 
Non-workers were sent to “the 
tub” as punishment.
1945
• A Kaimin editorial a s k e d  
“Why must the candidates (for — 
ASUM elections’)' come out of three • 
separate cliques? Why can’t there 
be one central clearing house for 
candidates to be nominated?”
The editorial concluded, “Yes, 
my political friend, if fate steps in, 
we may get an effecient president 
and Central Board.”
• A poll cited three reasons for 
student discontent—the coed’s cur­
few, deducting double for a wrong 
answer on a true and false test 
and a shattering of student’s pre­
vious religious views.
1960
• The Buildings and Grounds 
Department, beset with the prob­
lem of “cow paths” across campus, 
decided to go into action against 
trail blazers. They made signs an­
nouncing “Give us young blades a 
chance.”
• When Tom Mongar proposed 
a new ASUM constitution he ex­
pected trouble and got it.
The constitution called for an 
elected legislature, an executive 
branch headed by a President, and 
a judicial branch headed by a Su­
preme Council.
Athletics and publication appro­
priations would be decided by a 
student referendum each year.
A group of athletes demonstrated 
against Mongar.
The proposal was defeated, 840 
to 294.
lake your 
bar exam 
next 
summer
It’s the Marine Corps' test tor the 
man who wants responsibility 
and leadership from the start, not 
at some obscure point in his 
future. And there isn't a tougher 
test you could take— for the 
Marines don’t choose their new 
officers lightly. Two six week 
sessions at Quantico— or one ten 
week session— will tell them and 
you if you’ve got all It takes to 
lead some of the world's best 
fighting men. If you do, you'll pin 
on your lieutenant's bars after 
college graduation, and carry new 
weight on your shoulders from that 
moment on.
Talk to the Marine Officer 
who visits your campus
If the supply of walkers runs 
low, a street is blocked and girls 
are pulled from passing cars.
Some girls consider this one of 
the most effective ways to meet 
boys, particularly since the house 
is one of the more socially desir­
able fraternities.
When it snows, large groups of 
boys spend hours in front of the 
girls’ dorms throwing snowballs at 
anyone who walks out.
Snowball fights may be perfect­
ly normal, but when they take on 
this character of repeated imper­
sonal attacks on any female, one 
is tempted to look for explana­
tions.
The “typical”  Missouri male stu­
dent seems to be the product of a 
strict upbringing, one who arrives 
at the university having heard 
glorious tales of wild sex in col­
lege.
When he arrives and finds that 
it’s not that easy he is frustrated 
and resentful.
The naturalness and ease which 
coeducation is supposed to inspire 
is simply not in evidence.
A counseling psychologist told 
me that the university’s counseling 
services are terribly busy.
To see a psychologist or psychi­
atrist one fills out an application 
by checking little boxes marked 
“Academic,” “Social (too much 
or too little)” .
The demand for counseling 
probably would be greater if in­
firmary records were not sent 
home.
In the spring panty raids occur 
regularly.
A panty raid draws a crowd 
which police estimate in thou­
sands.
The mob marches from Greek
Street to a large quadrangle of 
high-rise girls dorms, and remains 
there for hours.
Sporadically the crowd takes 
up a chant, something like “Pants, 
pants, pants!”
Any girls whose light is on 
or is seen looking out from be­
hind her drawn shades is liable 
to disciplinary action, but often 
•a brave one throws a crumpled 
paper bag out of a window.
The crowd charges the spot 
where it lands.
Then the chant changes “If
you’re a virgin, blink your lights.” 
Lights blink in a couple of 
rooms. Everyone laughs.
In one class I visited there was 
a major upset because I disrupted 
the seating chart. The professor 
spent 10 minutes taking attend­
ance and making sure everyone 
was in the proper seat.
At the University of Missouri, 
students view college not as a 
way to learn about themselves or 
their world, but as a means of up­
ward social mobility.
“Relevance” at Missouri means 
a c c o u n t i n g ;  “disadvantaged” 
means you didn’t make it to Mi­
ami for the Orange Bowl; the 
“Establishment” is a goal; an “ur­
ban crisis”  means closing the 
brothels in St. Lous.
There is a certain amount of 
separate housing for black stu­
dents, but that is primarily be­
cause the fraternities don’t want 
them.
Missouri students are, by and 
large, for the war and they sup­
port their local police.
Grass is replacing beer at many 
parties, apparently because it is 
believed to be a more potent aph­
rodisiac.
Anyone who believes that this 
country is going to change as the 
present generation moves from 
college into citizenship is in for a 
rude surprise.
Students at Missouri, and pre­
sumably other large universities, 
are not very different from the 
generations before them.
Joe College is alive and well.
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Freshmen shine in meet
JA C K  C LO H ER TY 
jock-in-the-box
Bloodthirsty fans 
few in number
Ticket sales are less than mecurial for the Foster-Rouse car­
nage Saturday night in the Field House, according to promoter 
Elmer Boyce.
It is quite puzzling when you think of the popularity of such 
sports as auto racing and professional football today. More 
often than not, you can’t actually see the blood in those sports, 
but in boxing you can, and there should be plenty of it in Harry 
Adams Field House Saturday night.
Watching Roger Rouse train, you get the distinct impression 
that his face is actually a taut, often-stitched drum skin, wait­
ing for Champion Bob Foster to pound. But “ last chance” state­
ments emanating from the challenger’s camp may be true. He 
may hang on for five rounds. ~
However pathetic or courageous the Anaconda anachronism’s 
performance is, the fight should be worth seeing because of 
Foster. The fight fans of Missoula (if, indeed there are any) 
will get a chance to see a genuine champion and possible heavy­
weight title contender.
It’s no secret that Foster wants a shot at Joe Frazier, the 
heavyweight champion. If he is impressive against Rouse, Fos­
ter will probably get his chance. And if he is impressive, better 
bring your raincoats to the arena. Blood doesn’t wash out as 
quickly as aging boxers.
★  ★  ★
About the column:
Jock-in-the-box will appear every Tuesday and Friday, or 
when the spirit inspires me.
I am keenly aware that this is a student newspaper, and I 
welcome and encourge any comments, suggestions or slurs. If 
you get them to me I will try to get them in print. That in­
cludes intramural highlights and sidelights which have been 
sadly lacking in past Kaimins. Shalom.
a t l t e s i  f y '4 .
Tracksters second to WSU; 
intrasquad meet tomorrow
San Jose State College—An SJS 
entomologist has defended the use 
of the controversial chemical DDT.
J. Gordon Edwards, an an in­
terview with the Spartan Daily, 
said DDT has been highly bene­
ficial to mankind and the anti- 
DDT propaganda is scarcely be­
lievable.
“Pseudo-environmentalists have 
bombarded the nation with a bar­
rage of anti-DDT stories which 
are remarkably untruthful and 
misleading,” he said. “It seems in­
credible that anyone would seek 
to deprive us of our remarkable 
ally in the fight against disease 
and starvation.”
Mr. Edwards cited the decline 
of cancer since the advent of DDT. 
He said that testimony from lead­
ing cancer specialists has often 
been discounted by the media, in 
favor of unfounded charges by 
non-medical men that DDT may 
cause cancer.
“No cancer has been caused 
among the hundreds of employees 
in the huge DDT factory in Cali­
fornia during more than 20 years 
of exposure,” he added.
He said DDT experiments with 
birds and mice are very mislead­
ing, since they always involve 
concentrations “ thousands of times 
stronger” than those ingested by 
humans.
“The P r e s i d e n t  r e c e n t l y  
launched a campaign to end hun­
ger and malnutrition in the U.S.” 
“The program is doomed to failure 
unless DDT and its allies remain
available for use against destruc­
tive agricultural pests.”
★  ★  ★
An Albuquerque district at­
torney has called for the immedi­
ate expulsion of a University of 
New Mexico student for his al­
leged part in disruptions prevent­
ing Sen. Strom Thurmond from 
speaking at the university last 
month.
District Attorney Alexander 
Screresse said that Allen Cooper 
“has demonstrated over the past 
18 months conduct entirely dis­
crediting to the university, the 
student body, himself and the 
state.”  He said Cooper was in­
volved in disrupting a UNM-Brig- 
ham Young basketball game ear­
lier in the year.
University president F e r r e 1 
Heady turned down the request, 
reminding Mr. Screresse that the 
responsibility for discipline rested 
with the university.
★  ★  ★
Eastern New Mexico University 
—Complaints from students, fac­
ulty and town residents forced the 
removal of two paintings from an 
art exhibit in the ENMU library.
Citing the entire exhibit as cri­
tical of American sex attitudes, li­
brary director Pearce Grove re­
moved what he described as the 
two most controversial paintings, 
“Electric Fan” and “Woman and 
Vacuum.” The works were part of 
the San Francisco Art Institute’s 
traveling exhibit, “Six Painters 
with Something in Common.”
Grizzly tracksters performed 
well at the Banana Belt Track 
Meet in Clarkston, Wash., despite 
“weather which was not conducive 
to track conditioning” and will 
stage an intra squad meet in Mis­
soula tomorrow, said Harley Lew­
is, UM track coach.
Six schools competed in the 
meet last weekend with Washing­
ton State dominating and the 
Grizzlies finishing second. Also 
competing were Whitman, Whit­
worth, Idaho, and Montana State. 
Junior colleges in the Northwest 
including Spokane Community 
College and Yakima Junior Col­
lege competed with freshman 
teams from the six varsity com­
petitors at the meet.
Lewis heralded UM freshmen on 
their performance at the meet. 
Steeple chase runner George Cook 
won the varsity and freshman 
combination division with a time 
of 9:40.2, a new UM record.
Other first places were taken by 
Dick Miller in the 880 with a 
winning time of 1:56.8; Bill Codd, 
440, 50.6; mile relay, Steve Hop­
kins, Boyd Collins, Miller, and 
Codd, 3:26.5.
Keith Kerbel ran second in the 
100 and 220 with 10.0 and 22.2 re­
spectively. Barry Mortenson ran 
the high hurdles in 15.3 for a sec­
ond place and Stan Beresh vaulted 
13 feet, 6 inches, placing second 
in the pole vault. Greg Olsen 
placed third in the high jump with 
a jump of six feet.
Varsity competitor Ray Velez 
placed fourth in the mile with a 
time of 4:17.6. Roy Robinson 
placed second in the 100 yard 
dash covering the distance in 9.8 
seconds. Placing third were A1 
Joscelyn in the 440, with a time 
of 49.8, and Mark Doane in the 
shot put with a toss of 54 feet
.  JA.UJ
Sprinter. Bill Zips took fourth .in
Fight sales lag; 
Boyce worries
Elmer Boyce, promoter for the 
Roger Rouse-Bob Foster fight, said 
tickets for the light-heavyweight 
bout scheduled for tomorrow night 
in the Field House are selling be­
hind expectations.
Boyce stated his disappointment 
in the slow sales in spite of what 
he termed “fantastic publicity”  by 
local media. More than half of the 
tickets for the bout remain, Boyce 
said, and most of the tickets have 
been sold to out-of-town persons.
the 220, running a 21.8. Dick 
Koontz placed third in the inter­
mediate hurdles, touring the course 
in 56 seconds. Mickey Harrington 
and Duane Spethman placed sec­
ond and fourth respectively in the 
880, posting times of 1:55 and 
1:59.
Grizzly teams placed second and 
fourth in the mile relay. The team 
of Bob Zins, Brian McNicholas, 
Bill Zins and A1 Joscelyn placed 
second with a 3:18.2 clocking as 
the Grizzly sceond team of Koontz, 
Spethman, Harrington, and Nebel 
placed fourth with a time of 3:26.5.
“Washington State had a month 
of conditioning ahead of our 
squad’s conditioning program,” 
Coach Lewis said.
Lewis was very optimistic about 
future performances of the Griz­
zlies as the team prepared for the 
high school and college dual intra­
squad meet this Saturday.
Lewis listed competitors for the 
weekend intra-squad meet.
VARSITY ENTRIES— 100 yd.— 
Robinson, Bob Zins; 220 yd.—Bill 
Zins, Dave Nebel; 440 yd.—Josce­
lyn, McNicholas, Labuff; 220 yd.— 
Feeley, Spethman. Intermediate 
hurdles—Koontz, Bill Nebel; mile 
—Velez, O’Hare; two mile—Bal- 
lew, O’Hare; 440 relay—Robinson, 
Bob Zins, Koontz, Bill .Zins; mile 
relay—Joscelyn, Labuff, McNicho­
las, and Bob Zins; shot — Doane, 
Roth; discus—Doane, Clawson and
Howard; Javelin — Gustafson, 
Fox; high jump"— Palagi; long- 
jump; Palagi, Stein and Stoenner; 
triple jump — Palagi, Stein, and 
Stoenner; pole vault—Monahan.
FRESHMEN ENTRIES—100 yd. 
—Codd, Kerbel, 220 yd.—Codd, 
Kerbel; 440 yd. — Trosper, Hop­
kins; 880 yd. — Miller, LaRoque.
High hurdles—Mortenson, Ken­
dall, Walker; intermediate hurdles 
—Mortenson, Kendall; mile — 
Cook, Malkemes; two mile—Cook, 
Collins.
440 relay — Codd, Walker, Hop­
kins, Kerbel; mile relay — Codd, 
Miller, Trosper, Hopkins; shot — 
Andrews; discus — Andrew; 
javelin — Morris.
High jump — Olsen, Walker, 
Kendall; long jump — Olsen, Ker­
bel, Trosper; triple jump — 
Buresh; pole vault — Urbanicek.
223 W. Front 549-9903 
Magnificent Food at 
Reasonable Prices.
Wednesday Special—$1.00 
CHICKEN TO GO
Tune in to an exciting weekend 
at the State Baptist Student 
Retreat! Diamond S 
Ranchotel
New directions 
All interested university students 
call 549-5526 for information
STUDENTS .» FACULTY
MAKE» M ONEY  dSAVE
AT
OUR
• LP RECORDS • AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
’ • PRE-RECORDED and BLANK TAPES ~ 
*« MUSIC A L INSTR UMENTS ‘ 0uX.
WHOLESALE PRICES
C O MP E T E  WITH ANYONE
EARN
• MONEY for YOURSELF m  EVERY SALE 
YOU MAKE
«  SAVE MONEY for YOUR FELLOW 
STUDENTS and FA C U LTY  MEMBERS
FOR F U L L  
D E T A IL S  
C O N T A C T
Mr. JACK COHEN - SOIE
D IS TR IB U TO R S , INC. 
46-35 54th ROAD 
MASPETH, N.Y. 11378 
. (212) 361-3088
A S U B S ID IA R Y  O F
by V A N  H E U S E N
Unchain your brain! Unbind the old bean! 
Now you’re ready for the fashion freedom of 
Van Heusen Hampshire House shirts. They're 
the ones with big bold action stripes, deep 
and daring solid colors, and new wider spread 
Bradley collar, plus permanently pressed 
Vanopress to end ironing hang-ups forever. 
Join the freed breed, man, and come on 
over to Hampshire House.
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Industry stirs fear 
in Missoula Valley
Grizzlies have a 1-4 record
Snow cancels baseball action at Twin Falls
(continued from page 4)
have been sufficient to still effec­
tive critics.
It isn’t good enough today.
Attacks continue
Rather than ceasing or reduc­
ing their efforts, the townspeople 
have continued their attacks. They 
point out that, despite its assur­
ances and expenditure of money 
the company still hasn’t actually 
installed its anti-pollution devices. 
Fear is widely voiced that the 
company intends to follow an old 
procedure and ask for a “vari­
ance” from the state board of 
health, exempting it from pollu­
tion regulations because compli­
ance would work a “hardship.”
While Missoula waits, the feel­
ing has become more acrimonious 
than ever.
“I find the climate within town 
very destructive,” said Daniel 
Potts, company spokesman. “Be­
fore I came there was no question 
in my mind that I was perform­
ing a socially useful task. Here 
my wife and I encounter another 
kind of attitude, even from mem­
bers of church, civic and other 
community groups.
“Here, you’re regarded as part 
of something that exists only to 
profit and pollute the environ­
ment. There’s no question in my 
mind that we do more than profit 
and pollute, and there’s no ques­
tion that we make a product es­
sential to society.
“We recognize the community’s 
desire — and we share that desire 
—to clean up. At the same time, 
the community’s overlooking a lot 
of problems when it asks you to 
clean up.”
What’s happened is c l e a r  
enough. Anti-pollutoin has be­
come a cause, one that is attract­
ing a vocal legion. A visit to Mis­
soula leaves the strong conviction 
that-here, at least, this cause rep
the century killed it. It’s a moon­
scape, a pockmarked desert. Es­
sentially the same thing is hap­
pening to the Missoula Valley. 
The decline has already set in. 
We know that.
“There are still people who 
think we’re all alarmists. They 
think there’s nothing to worry 
about. We have no real evidence. 
There is no problem. And we dis­
agree very much.
“You know, in the American 
industrial thinking you have no 
problem unless you are taken to 
court. The emissions are not a 
problem, the dead and dying vege­
tation is not a problem. It’s not a 
problem until you’re taken to 
court.
“This is the kind of community 
I like to live in — and I intend to 
say here and make it better. It’s 
a very selfish reason, you know. 
There’s nothing more basic to hu­
man rights than the right to have 
clean air and clean water. If you 
don’t provide a clean environment 
for your children, what have you 
done?
Accepted evils 
“There’s pesticides in the food 
we eat and pollution in the air we 
breathe and water we drink. 
We’ve always accepted these as 
the necessary evils of American 
technology. We may have used 
our rivers as sewers and pumped 
pollution in the air because that
used to be the American way__
but it’s not the way now.”
Such words are common in Mis­
soula today. There will be more of 
them in the future.
Missoula citizens now are wrest­
ling with news that two companies 
plan to build large plants in their 
valley. One is a formaldehyde 
plant, the other a particle board 
plant. No one knows for sure how 
much chemical vapor will be 
emitted, into- the -air, htrtr already
The UM baseball team, 1-4 in 
previous diamond clashes, was 
snowed out of a doubleheader 
against the College of Southern 
Idaho in Twin Falls yesterday. The 
Grizzlies will travel today to Boise 
for a six-game stretch against Ida­
ho, Whitworth and Montana State.
Leading batters for the ’Tips 
have been Les Parks, .750; Ken 
Wise, 500 and Jeff Hoffman, .416.
Grizzly starters are Harry Allen 
at first base; Mike Hoonan, second; 
Robert Rutledge, shortstop and
Marty Frustaci, third base. When 
Frustaci pitches, Roger Bergeson 
will take over at third.
Jeff Hoffman, Larry Slocum, 
Ken Wise and Mick Gapay will 
alternate in the three outfield 
slots and Roger Nielson will be 
catcher.
Swarthout makes clinic circuit in California
University of Montana head 
football coach Jack Swarthout said 
Wednesday there is an apparent 
consensus that if his Grizzlies re­
turn to the Camellia Bowl next 
year, they will meet Long Beach 
State.
S w a r t h o u t  was interviewed
briefly while in Fresno, California 
to attend a coaches clinic at Fresno 
City College.
C o m m e n t i n g  on recruiting, 
Swarthout said his staff has done 
its best job in junior college re­
cruiting to date. Swarthout said, 
“We graduated 12 seniors and
then signed all 12 prospects we 
went after.”
At the various football coaching 
clinics, Swarthout discusses the 
Texas wishbone, or Y, offense. It 
was the Texas-style offense that 
pushed the Missoula team into its 
first post-season bowl appearance 
in history.
UM tennis team faces Big Sky kingpins today
T h e  f i r i 77. lv  t.pnnic fp am  u r lll 0 _1___  ... .11 *
’  * j u u i i c u u
g Ia^  'orestihg je wother instant American allegiance, alarms.
It seems certain to remain a pri­
mary interest, both on the uni­
versity campus and in the town.
“Our American tradition is that 
you can do anything you want 
with what you own,” said Mrs. 
Arlene Dale, a research assistant 
to C. C. Gordon, a University bot- 
antist. “My concern is that Mis­
soula is not going to be like that.
Valley on decline 
“ What we’re trying to find out 
are some basic questions What is 
pollution actually doing to the 
plants and animal population? 
Those who say no one’s died in 
the Missoula Valley from pollution 
are completely missing the point. 
The valley is on the decline. At 
the rate it’s going, it may be 50 
years or a hundred years, before 
it’s a dead valley.
“If you want to see an example 
of what I’m talking about go down 
to the Anaconda Valley. You’ll 
see what I mean. The smelter op­
erations there before the turn of
gdC<dC<»CICICiCICICiCt«OCIMICICICtCICî
Get the Latest
Hallmark Editions
For Nancy Fritz, whose organi­
zation called GASP (Gals Against 
Smoke and Pollution) has taken a 
leading role in the anti-pollution 
fight, the latest news adds up to 
one more frustration.
She still has great faith in the 
American system, she says, but 
she confesses to nagging doubts. 
She says, “I don’t go along with 
these doomsday theorists, but I’m 
just about to join them.”
e Grizzly te is te  will 
open its season today in Ogden, 
Utah, against defending Big Sky 
champion Idaho and last year’s 
runner-up, Weber State.
The Grizzlies top singles player 
from last spring, Rick Ferrell of
Ecology termed 
force of unity
The environmental issue is the 
only thing that can pull America 
and the rest of the world together, 
Virginia lawyer Bernard S. Cohen 
told the Environmentalists last 
night.
Time is the one thing the world 
does not have in the fight for its 
survival, he said.
When asked for his thoughts on 
the Anaconda Co.’s stand on pollu­
tion, he remarked, “I don’t think 
the Anaconda Co. gives a damn 
about public sentiment. All they 
are concerned about is their 
image.”
The Massachusetts legislation 
that will allow state residents to 
refuse to fight in undeclared wars 
is a great step, Mr. Cohen said, 
because the measure will give per­
sons a chance to see how its consti­
tutionality and morality hold up 
in the courts.
Tea top training table 
A “ tea training table”  was 
opened in the Lodge Grill in 1956.
At 3 p.m. each day, students 
were taught the proper procedures 
for serving tea and using tea serv­
ice.
when buying 
a diamond it pays to 
know the 
four C's
Cutting 
Color 
Clarity 
Carat weight
$172.50
The ideal way to learn about diamond quality is by 
talking to a knowledgeable, ethical jeweler. No printed 
promise on a catalog page can accurately show all you 
need to know about diamond grading and value. As 
members of the American Gem Society, we can and 
do explain the four C’s which affect the price you pay. 
We will also be happy to show you the diamond you 
select under our gem microscope-the instrument that 
reveals the inner secrets of every gem we sell.
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
DOHL.
D avist
f O North HlUim
Spokane, will once again lead the 
Grizzly drive this season. Coach 
Jack McWhorter believes Ferrell 
can take the singles championship 
at the Big Sky meet May 15 and 
16 in Moscow, Idaho.
The Grizzlies will travel to Poca­
tello, Idaho, tomorrow where they 
will face Idaho State and Utah 
State in a triangular meet.
Number two player on the team 
is Dirk Miller of Berkley. C-v-f. 
Other players to complete this 
weekend are Fred King, Gary Is- 
real, Albert Shiotsuka and Chris 
Green.
The ’Tips open their home sched­
ule next Friday when they play 
the Missoula Tennis Club in a ex­
hibition match.
DESMOND MORRIS m B
N A K E D
pocuunm cornu on
RACE TO OBlIVtOM?
THE
POPDUTIOI 
BOMB |
SFJWMTi.’S vsrsr ' 1
here are only 
four from  our 
large selection o f 
best selling 
paperbacks!
The Population Bomb,The Naked Ape,
Moment in the Sun, and The Electric 
Kool-Aid Acid Test__________________ _
Above are only four books from The Mercantile’s 
best-selling paperbacks and at a price everyone 
can afford. For your reading pleasure, visit The 
Mercantile!
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CONCERNING U
SDS organizer to speak 
at UM Wednesday night
• Freshmen women interested 
in becoming Spurs are invited to 
Play Day, tomorrow at 2 p.m. in 
the Women’s Center.
• The Lincoln-Alice C r e e k  
“teach in’* scheduled for 2 p.m. 
Saturday has been postponed in­
definitely.
• The Environmentalists will 
meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in UC 
360 to discuss E-Day plans. Stu­
dents, faculty and concerned citi­
zens are invited to attend and of­
fer suggestions and ideas.
• The Wesley Foundation, 1327 
Arthur Ave., will hold a panel 
discussion about birth control fol­
lowing a 5:30 dinner on Sunday. 
The cost of the dinner is 50c and 
the public is invited.
• Donald C. Miller, assistant 
professor of journalism, has re­
ceived a $929 grant from the Mon­
tana Arts Council to produce a 
color movie about a Montana In­
dian artist this summer.
• The Christian Science Or-
Calling U
Budget and Finance, Tuesday, 
p.m., Conference Room.
ganization welcomes all students, 
faculty and staff members to a 
testimony meeting Sunday at 7 
p.m. in M 103.
• Applications for S u m m e r  
Quarter bachelor degrees are due 
Wednesday in the graduations of­
fice. Applications for Spring Quar­
ter degrees will be accepted un­
til Wednesday if the $5 late fee is 
paid. Spring Quarter applications 
received after Wednesday will be 
postponed until later.
• The 1st Annual Spring Carni­
val will be held at Snow Bowl 
Sunday beginning at 9:30 a.m. 
Proceeds will go to the Missoula 
Ski Patrol.
Special features will include free 
chair lift rides, live music, free 
beverages and contests for which 
a 25 cent registration fee will be 
assessed.
• Students having changes of 
address, telephone number or name 
should notify the University op­
erator immediately.
• UM art students will partici­
pate in the annual Flea Market 
sponsored by the University Con­
gregational Church tomorrow from 
10 am  .to 3 p.m. The parish hall 
will display clothes, household 
items, toys, books, magazines, 
plants and unusual food items.
• Group leader applications for 
Fall Quarter are being accepted 
and are available at the ASUM 
Office, the UC Information Desk 
and the Dean of Students’ Office. 
Applications are due Tuesday.
• Shad C. Bailey, graduate mu­
sic student, will be featured in a 
free public piano recital at 8:15 
p.m. Tuesday in the Music Re­
cital Hall.
Carl Oglesby, an organizer of 
the Students for a Democratic So­
ciety, will speak Wednesday night 
in the UC Ballroom.
Mr. Oglesby was president of 
SDS in 1965 and 1966 and was a 
member of the SDS National 
Committee in 1968 and 1969.
He is the author of the book,
“Containment and Change,” and 
has written numerous articles on 
political topics for Evergreen, Sat­
urday Review, Life, Nation and 
Ramparts.
Mr. Oglesby attended Kent 
State University in Ohio and the 
University of Michigan where he 
graduated with a B.A. degree in 
literature in 1962.
CB election date announced
Election of Central Board dele­
gates and Store Board members 
has been scheduled for April 29, 
two weeks after the election of 
ASUM officers.
The election of the delegates 
and Store Board members has 
been postponed because election 
procedures will depend ort wheth-
UM Indian students join demonstration 
at U.N. after Princeton convocation
er the new constitution is ratified 
in the April 15 election.
Petitions are available in the 
ASUM office for ASUM president, 
vice president and business man­
ager. The petitions must be re­
turned with at least 20 signatures 
by Thursday.
Campaign rules for the election 
prohibit campaigning in voting 
centers on election day. Posters 
are limited to bulletin boards, 
brick and woodwork walls and 
must be fastened with masking 
tape only.
Three UM Indian students 
joined about 20 other Indians in 
a demonstration in front of the 
United Nations Building on March
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publications.
Each line (5 words average) first insertion------------------------------------------20<
Each consecutive insertion------------------------------------------------------------------ lu*
(No change in copy in consecutive insertion)
If errors are made in advertisement, immediate notice must be given the 
publishers since we are responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
No advertising will be accepted from agencies known to discriminate on 
grounds of race or national origin.
1. LOST AND FOUND_________
Lost. Billfold belonging to Greg Spray 
in University Center Sunday March 
15th. Money is all yours but please re­
turn desperately needed - billfold to 
Miller Hall desk or call 243-4148. No
questions asked._____   75-zc
Found. One pair of butterscotch col­
ored glasses. Also high school class 
ring 1953. For further information con-
tact business office Kaimin.____ 75-5nc
Lost. Pair of glasses in black case be­
tween Journalism building and Men s 
gym. Call 243-2086._______________ 76-2C
4. IRONING
Ironing. Men's shirts. 20* each. Pants 30* each. 549-0547. 801 South. 3rd W. 
Apartment 9.____________________ 75-tfc
cut. Kyi-Yo Western Store. Arlee, Mon­
tana. Open Sundays beginning April
15th._____________________________ 75-4c
Sava 30% on application photographs. 
$7.95 per dozen. For a limited time only. Phone 543-8239 for appointment. 
Albert H. Ham. Photographer. 75-tfc
6. TYPING
Typing. Six years legal experience. 728- 
3648. ___________ .____________ 75-tfc
Typing. Mrs. Kathleen Harper. 728-4793._____________ 75-tfc
Typing. Experienced. Call 549-7282.
Typing. 549-0251. 75-tfc
Typing. IBM electric Executive. Papers, 
manuscripts, theses, dissertations. Mrs.
McKinsey. 549-0805.______________75-tfc
Experienced typing and editing. Mrs. 
Don Berg, 112 Agnes. 543-5286. 75-tfc 
Expert typing. Electric typewriter. 
Thesis experience. Will correct. M. Wil-
son, 543-6515.  75-tfc
Reasonable, experienced typing. 549- 
7860.  75-tfc
8 . HELP WANTED_____________
Volunteers needed immediately for Trip 
Line. Interested persons please attend 
meeting 7 p.m. in Psy. 202. Friday April
16. AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
1961 Blue Rambler. 4 dr. Std. transmis­
sion. Good condition. 1135 Cleveland or
728-1882._____________________  75-2c
1966 Mustang 2 +  2.
20. WANTED TO RENT
College faculty member, wife and three 
children desire to rent or sublet a 
furnished house or two bedroom apart­
ment for eight weeks this summer, 
June 2 to August 15 while attending 
an institute, Contact G. Van Ham, 96 
S. Cedar. Oberlin, Ohio 44074. 75-4c
College professor needs furnished home 
for six weeks while attending institute 
at U of M. 6/22 to 8/14. Write Dr. D. L. 
Wise, 822 N. Bever, Wooster, Ohio, 
44691._____________ __________ ____ 75-2C
21. FOR SALE
12” Magnovox television. Works good. 
Cassette Tape recorder, brand new,
half price. Phone 728-2696._______75-2c
1969 Opel Rallye like new. New beds.
2101 Kemp, Sp. 7.________________75-2c
B & W TV, double bed. TV stand, car
top rack, records. 549-7924,______ 75-2c
Spring Flea Market, University Con- 
gregational Church, Saturday .April 4, 
10:00-3.00 Big Rummage and next-to- 
new sale. Art display and sale of U 
students' pottery and paintings; French 
Cafe all day; books, records, toys; 
Food sale; Quality clothing, house- 
wares, TV sets, luggage, swing set, 
straw hats, musical instruments, sweat­
ers. hats. % bed-springs. Much more.75-2c
C.B. 5 band radio. Linear and antenna. 
Used four months. 543-4443 before 3 or
after 6.__________________________76-2c
Four E70-14 Goodyear Polyglas tires. 
Four 14x7 International slot mags. Four 
4 to 5 lub VW adapters. Call 728-3608.
27, seeking the replacement of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) 
with an Indian-operated agency.
One of the protestors, Thelma 
Stiffam, said she does not see the 
need for the immediate abolition 
of the BIA, but said it definitely 
needs more Indians in top-level 
offices.
The UM students, Miss Stiffarm, 
senior in secondary education; 
Gary Kimble, freshman in UM law 
school, and Marlene Salway, jun­
ior in social welfare, had been 
attending the National Convoca­
tion of Indian Scholars at Prince­
ton University.
The Indian convocation, which 
attracted about 165 college stu­
dents and college graduates, en-
R E C R U lflN G  U
TODAY
■fr Broadview Public S c h o o l s  
will interview candidates for 1970- 
71 school year for positions in ele­
mentary and secondary education.
MONDAY
•& Upjohn Drug, Spokane, Wash., 
will interview seniors with ma­
jors in the arts and sciences, pre­
ferably pharmacy, for location in 
the Montana-Washington area. 
Position openings are in pharma­
ceutical detailing.
•&U.S. Marine Corps, Ft. Doug­
las, Utah, will interview students 
and graduates for officer training. 
Interviews will be conducted Mon­
day and Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 
2:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Enumclaw Wash. School Dis­
trict 216 will interview teaching 
candidates for the 1970-71 school 
year to fill positions in elementary, 
secondary and special education.
Potlatch Forests Inc., Lewis­
ton, Idaho, will interview seniors 
in accounting.
For an appointment with these 
agencies and companies call the 
Placement Center, LA 133, at 243- 
2022.
1968 Volvo 144-S. 4 speed transmission. 
New tires, excellent condition. Will 
consider trade for late model V.W. 
Phone 728-1077. _____________ 75-2c
Must sell 1968 Fiat : 
Very good condition. 
Center $1,200.
pider convertible. 
See at Village Car 
75-5c
22. FOR RENT
1964 Black hardtop Chevy Impala. 4-
door, $650. Call 549-6812._________ 76-4c
1964 Rambler Classic 660. White. Good 
condition. 6 cyl. 3 spd. trans. See Greg 
in H.S. 105G or 728-4827 after 5 p.m.76-3c
17. CLOTHING
_________________________________75-tfc
Sewing. Phone 9-7780 after 3 p.m. 75-tfc 
187“ MISCELLANEOUS’  "
Confidential Listening. 3 p.m. to 7 a.m.
Crisis Center 543-8277.___________ 75-tfc
Fringe leather jackets and original 
vests, ponchos for spring. Locally made 
moccasins and bead work. Complete 
lines of western wear. Tony Lama and 
Acme boots at reasonable prices. Flop­
py leather hats $7.95. Lee riders, rodeo
dorsed the takeover of a BIA of­
fice by a group of Indians in Lit­
tleton, Colo. The demonstrations 
had demanded the suspension of 
the local BIA administrator and 
hiring of more Indians. Demon­
strators were arrested for tres­
passing on BIA property.
Vine DeLoria, author of “Cus­
ter Died for Your Sins,” a book 
concerning problems of contem­
porary American Indians, spoke 
at the convocation.
Treat your 
date to a
S U N D A E
at
HANSON'S 
ICE CREAM
519 S. Higgins
ELECTRIC BATH
9-2
Pitchers
8-10
Coming Next Week 
iCOOLIDGE SUBWAY
m o n k 's c a v e
Basement room and bath without kit­
chen. Edge of campus. 645 South 6th
East.______________________ _______75-2c
Room for men with shower. Outside 
entrance. $25 month. 827 Woodford.
SPECIAL TODAY ONLY
Men; Apt. for rent. $75 a month. Fur­
nished Private entrance. Chimney Cor- 
ner. 542-0149 or 243-4707._________ 76-3c
24. JOBS AVAILABLE
Oil jobs in Alaska. Many trades and 
crafts needed. Labor, $581 per week; 
plumbers. $921 per week; truck driv­
ers, $681 per week. For further infor­
mation send $2 cash or money order 
to Alaska Employment Information 
Agency. Licensed agency. P.O. Box 472, 
Missoula.  75-4c
27. BICYCLES
Three speed, year old bike. Beautiful- 
ly flawless. Call 549-9683.______ 75-4c
28.7^MOTORC Y CLE S
1967 Honda ’65. 2700 miles. Perfect.
$175. 543-6316. 75-4c
FISHWICH and 
REGULAR ROOT BEER
only
4 0
at Harry’s A&W
(On the 93 Strip)
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Unmarriages challenge old values
By MARILYN PELO
Special to the Montana Kaimin
Editor’s note: Marilyn Pelo is a senior in 
journalism and former Montana Kaimin 
review editor.
It is no secret that many unmarried UM 
couples are living together.
The reasons why are as different as the 
people involved — but sex is not the only 
motivation. And living together is not 
merely the rhetorical rejection of estab­
lished morals. Yet old standards continue 
to disturb the young, both from outside 
and inside their consciences.
Exemplifying this two-way stretch is a 
graduate student named Tim, who has 
lived with his girlfriend in an apartment 
on East Front Street for 18 months. Tim 
says he is discovering himself and, rede­
fining a personal value code, but in the 
same breath he is willing to point out the 
places where the utopia is failing.
“Our whole program sounds groovy, like 
we could give all of society a new lease on 
life. But the monkey wrench in the ma­
chinery is that we were all programmed 
by the old computer first,” he says. “It is 
not easy to throw off all you have been 
taught; it can cause horrendous hangups. It 
is wierd; I really don’t care too much who 
knows here in Missoula because my peers 
have the same philosophy as I do. But it 
is not easy to reconcile what happens when 
your parents find out, or your grandpar­
ents. They do not seem to realize that our 
generation did not invent premarital sex, 
we are just more open about admitting 
that we are into it.”
Tim is not hip. He has short, tossled 
blonde hair, deep set blue eyes and a 
sheepish grin. “ I guess that I am just not 
the type of guy that most people would 
expect to do this. I am the last of the boys 
next door. At Christmas when I introduced 
Nancy to my parents’ friends as my 
roommate, they thought I was teasing un­
til we excused ourselves to go to bed and 
then both went into the same bedroom.”
Nancy has fewer problems accepting 
their living together. She attributes this to 
her lack of religious education.
“That helps me avoid some hangups 
only because it means that I have less of 
that kind of programming to reject,”  she 
says. “Tim was raised a Catholic and is 
therefore superprogrammed with Christian 
morality.”
Moreover, her parents live in Chicago 
and may never discover her living arrange­
ments.
“ I know that they will never come out 
here; they hate the West,” she said. “Be­
sides, in the city, people are more accus­
tomed to this kind of thing. But in the small 
Montana town where Tim is from it is un­
heard of. It is too bad that his parents are 
ridiculed for our behavior.”
Their landlady, who lives in their build­
ing, threatened to evict them a year ago 
when she learned that they were not 
married.
“Wow, was she ticSfed!” Tim got angry 
and flushed just recalling the clash. “You 
know, she said that we were weak. I ex­
plained to her that when you believe in 
something that the majority does not, then 
it takes real guts to carry it through. She 
bought it.”
Alhough Nancy said that she does not 
care if they ever marry, Tim cannot fore­
see a future in their relationship if it is not 
made legal. “I know that it does not make 
any difference to Nance. She wants kids 
and says that they will have their own 
first name, followed by her last name, then 
my last name. She hasn’t decided whether 
the two names should be hyphenated.”
He calls her a starry-eyed idealist. “But 
I want to marry. My plan was to live to­
gether until we were sure that our rela­
tionship and compatibility could endure 
the pressure of day-to-day living. I think 
we proved it can and we should marry. I 
won’t have children until we do, nor will I 
buy property.”
Nancy calls his view a cop out. “You 
know, if he really believed in what we 
are doing, then he wouldn’t have to sign 
a dotted line to make it all right. But may­
be when I am fat and forty, I’ll want what 
I don’t need now.”
But when Nancy is not around Tim’s 
comments are more candid. “Will we 
marry? Christ, at this point I would bet 
this issue could be the proverbial straw. 
I can see it feeding on our relationship. 
Maybe it will bring the end.”
The pressure on and prejudices toward! 
illicit affairs are absent in many foreign 
countries. Jeannette, a UM coed who lived 
in Germany for a year and a half, experi­
enced guilt and became a virtual hermit 
from trying to transfer the values of that 
country to this one.
She and a friend, Rachel, had been picked 
up by an American soldier while hitch­
hiking in Germany. The trio became a 
foursome when he introduced Rachel to 
one of his friends. The G.I.’s helped the 
girls find an apartment and within a 
month they began sleeping with the girls, 
leaving about 7 a.m.
Rachel said she and Jeannette were 
“really paranoid about it,” but their Ger­
man neighbors continued to be congenial. 
The girls decided that “they respected us 
for what we were and let us go about 
our own business.”
Six months later Rachel came back to 
UM, but Jeannette stayed behind, living 
with the soldier for three more months. 
When Jeannette returned to Missoula, she
Sex is not the only motivation for cohabitation.
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Many married student couples, unUke their parents, work on domestic chores together.
When the police found him, he was suf­
fering from exposure and was taken to the 
Idaho state mental hospital, where he re­
mained until Jeannette arrived and agreed 
to take full responsibility for him.
After the couple returned to Missoula, 
Gary ousted Jeannette from their apart­
ment without explanation. She was bitter, 
hurt enough to admit the failure of their 
• relationship.
Both of them had been seeking free­
dom, she said, but she had been unable 
to live with the constant social pressure. 
Whereas the Germans were willing to ac­
cept the Americans’s bunking arrange­
ments, she felt the disapproval of her af­
fair from neighbors and friends and lived 
in constant fear that her parents would 
drop in unexpectedly and uncover her lies 
about living with a girl friend.
Jeannette, homeless and broke, returned 
to her parents’ home in Butte. Physically 
ill and emotionally upset, she related the 
details of her affair to her parents. Be­
cause she was still in love with Gary 
and wanted to help him, she called his 
parents and described the situation to them. 
At their request, she returned to Missoula 
and took Gary to his parents’ home in the 
East where they are now living.
Shari and Tom have lived in a log cabin 
30 miles out of the city on the Blackfoot 
River since last winter. They grow much 
of their own food and must chop wood for 
the old potbellied stove, the only source of 
heat for the three-room house.
Each of them takes a turn swinging the 
axe as well as doing the cooking and clean­
ing. Both attend UM and make no attempt 
to hide their living arrangements. They 
said they feel no social pressure but admit 
that the isolation of their home may be 
part of the reason.
Tom described their purpose as a “test 
of our relationship. I hope that in coming 
into this very openly, one of us will love 
the other enough to understand if and 
when he walks out of his life. By living 
together, we are getting to know one an­
other on every level of the human mind. 
It is really the only way you can truly 
know someone.”
Shari seconds his comments with en­
thusiasm, but later when he went to class 
she exposed some hidden doubts.
“ I am very happy now and believe every­
thing will work out,” she says. “But we 
don’t talk about marrying. I just feel like it 
is all a story and the lines should appear on 
the screen ‘and they lived happily ever 
after.’ I guess that is because I cannot be­
lieve that we can go on like this forever: 
unmarried and living together in a log 
cabin. Now it is like camping out and doing 
something you are not supposed to and 
getting away with it.”
Fighting the old morality is a protracted 
guerrilla war with continued harassments 
from the hit and run force of structured 
society. The result can be deteriorated 
morale, tired arguments and failure to see 
a successful, much less happy end.
moved back into her sorority house and 
began dating Gary, a former football play­
er and fraternity man who was just be­
ginning his hip trip. They often slept to­
gether and shared an apartment the next 
summer.
Gary was working on the railroad and 
straining to look, act, dress and talk as 
hip as possible. He got into the drug scene, 
but Jeannette failed to groove on drugs and 
ppted alcohol for her turn-on. She con­
fessed that she disliked his friends who 
used their apartment as an “opium den.”
Previously meticulous about her groom­
ing, Jeannette became sloppy in an attempt 
to fit into the hippie mold with Gary. She 
was so ashamed of his appearance, which 
grew more disheveled daily, and the de- 
teroriation of her own appearance, that 
she would not leave the apartment for 
weeks. Tensions increased when he failed 
to help her in the household chores and 
she went on strike.
With these accumulated problems in 
their relationship, Gary announced that 
they should be separated for a while. 
Using that as an excuse, he left Missoula 
with three girls and headed for the Roll­
ing Stones concert in San Francisco’s 
Golden Gate Park. On the return trip, the 
police stopped the quartet for questioning 
and Gary dropped two hits of acid to avoid 
being busted. While on the dope, he at­
tempted to rape one of the girls, so they 
dumped him off along the highway.
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No howls about grad instructors
By KATHLEEN MacDONALD
Special to the Montana Kaimin
An ever-louder howl from stu­
dents across the country is that 
they sign up for the ‘Great Pro­
fessor’ and what they actually get 
is a graduate student hardly dry 
behind his Master’s. But nobody 
is howling at UM, which raises 
the question of whether graduate 
assistants are all born schoolmas­
ters, or the students are not criti­
cal enough or the professors not 
all that great.
The number of grad students at 
UM has jumped from 280 in 1964 
to 740 this year. Their parents, 
though often affluent, are likely to 
feel that sons and daughters well 
into their 20 ’s should be support­
ing themselves, so .about,.5ft, _per
ceM' 'o¥1 'ittfe• M fynW ’ ’ &ek
some form of financial aid. One 
help is the graduate assistantship, 
paying $1,800 to $2,300, awarded
Night driver 
admits guilt
By RAYMOND SWANSON 
Special to the Montana Kaimin
A great university, such as this 
one, teaches rationality above all, 
and then, in its infinite wisdom, 
tests students not by classroom 
exams (which are merely a ritu­
al) but by sending them to traffic 
board on various raps.
Highest recent grade for this 
devious test went to the student 
who in an awesome demonstra­
tion of clear logic, wrote:
“Legally I am 100 per cent 
guilty and I realize that, but I 
don’t feel that I have really done 
anything wrong. There was abso­
lutely no destruction of Univer­
sity property or any possible 
chance of causing bodily harm to 
bystanders because no one was 
around. I drove in a straight line 
at a constant speed across the 
football practice field at mid­
night.”
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this year to 200 students on cam­
pus. In this program, full-time 
study is traded for half-time en­
rollment, half-time work. The 
graduate assistant can do research 
or teach.
At UM 135 of them teach and 
they are expected to deliver. The 
faculty wants high motivation; as 
Gerald Doty, professor of music, 
puts it, “The first thing needed 
for a good teacher is someone who 
wants to teach. There are some 
grads who teach only for the sal­
ary they get.”
Possibly the undergraduate, who 
takes courses from the grad stu­
dent, is being cheated at least as 
much as the graduate. At tuition 
and fee paying time the undergrad 
looks forward- to a- quarter of
Instructors’ abilities are not al­
ways judged on the basis of sound 
reasoning. An art major from Ger­
aldine, Erica Anderson, said that
her graduate student-teacher “is 
really good because he is so infor­
mal. He cusses sometimes and uses 
language that students can under­
stand.”
And are real professors really 
better? Oddly enough a common 
plaint among the freshmen con­
cerned members of the faculty 
rather than graduate students. “He 
takes time to explain things that 
the student is having trouble with, 
and I don’t know of any faculty 
member who does that,” said Carol 
Hanson, freshman in physical edu­
cation.
Students apparently feel that a 
teacher with the ability to relate 
to the pupil is the best teacher, 
regardless of degree experience or 
formal education. While the grad­
uate. ;student;.as teacher.-may .be 
neither expenlMHIa nor 'able fo 
devote all his time to teaching, UM 
undergraduates are not complain­
ing. They just want somebody to 
talk to them.
COMMUNITY MEADOW GOLD
VOTE
JACK GREEN
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UM c o e d s 9 morality redefined by the pill
By RICHARD BANGS 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
The pill—the safe and convenient birth- 
control pill—is bringing a new kind of 
morality to the University of Montana 
campus. The more than 130 coeds who re­
ceived counseling on oral contraceptives 
last year from the Missoula Planned Par­
enthood Organization (PPO) were presum­
ably only a fraction of actual pill users.
Exactly how many use the pill is un­
known, although the PPO, which deals with 
poverty cases, provides some statistics.
Sidney MacIntyre, who directs the pro­
gram, said she has about 25 single college 
women on the plan and that two or three 
coeds come in for counseling each week. 
If not in financial need, these girls are re­
ferred to Missoula doctors.
She started on the pill in January and 
since then she feels “more free” in her sex 
relations. The freedom the pill has given 
her has not changed her relationship with 
her fiance because, she says, “We have a 
very strong relationship and sex doesn’t 
make that much difference. I don’t feel 
guilty about taking the pill because we 
talked it over and decided it was the best 
thing to do.”
College life has changed her ideas about 
what is moral. “Maybe it’s being away 
from the protection of home and being 
closer to guys,” she said. “I don’t think 
other students would look down on me if 
they knew about our relationship because 
they have a different attitude than people 
used to have toward that kind of thing.”
“ I did not consider any kind of contra­
ceptive except the pill, as I was scared that 
other kinds would not work,” says an-
Dr. Curry suggested that girls wanting the pill are promiscuous.
After several mouths of advising Uni­
versity women, Mrs. MacIntyre contacted 
Dr. Robert Curry, director of the Health 
Service. He suggested that single girls 
wanting the pill are promiscuous.
“ If we determine that they are being 
promiscuous we send them for psychologi­
cal testing,” Dr. Curry said.
Girls can, however, get pills from the 
Health Service. The Health Service has 
no policy regarding the distribution of the 
pill, but treats each girl individually, Dr. 
Curry explained.
“We do not refuse to give the pill, but 
we do discourage its use and many times 
urge the girl to visit a campus pastor with 
her boyfriend to discuss the problem. I 
think the parents would be unhappy if the 
Health Service handed out pills freely to 
their daughter. I don’t think that’s our 
job. We’re here to give medical advise to 
sick people,” Dr. Curry said.
A coed said, “I never really considered 
going to the Health Service because I 
wanted to make sure I got a thorough ex­
amination.” She has been going with the 
same man intermittently for three years.
“We plan on getting married next fall 
and when the fear of getting pregnant be­
came very real we talked it over and de­
cided not to take any more chances,” she 
said.
other coed who has used the pill for about 
three years. She began taking it when she 
and her boyfriend became intimate but 
ruled marriage out of the question until 
they graduated.
She did not know pills were available 
at the Health Service so she obtained them 
from a private doctor.
“I only take the pills for my relations 
with one man and if we were to break up 
I would quit taking them immediately,” 
she said. She said she does not feel guilty 
but does not want anyone to know.
She said other girls are also tight-lipped 
about taking the pill. “They are hesistant 
to talk of it for fear of social repercus­
sions,’* she said.
Her decision to engage in premarital sex 
was influenced by the “relaxed attitude 
about sex on campus,” which drastically 
changed her ideas of morality, she said.
“When I was in high school I had the 
typical Puritan opinion about sex,” she 
said. “After we started to have intercourse, 
after I took the pill, a lot of tension went 
out of our relationship. We got to know 
each other better. At the same time it gave 
us new problems. After his sex desires 
were satisfied, my boyfriend temporarily 
lost his interest in marriage, but our rela-
wants to get married.”
She thinks coeds who take the pill should 
be very sure of themselves and says, “ If I 
were to break up with my boyfriend, I 
would have to be even more sure of my­
self before starting again.”
Another coed said, “I don’t take the pill 
so I can go to bed with anyone and I don’t 
feel guilty about sleeping with this guy 
because I can relate to him physically. I 
doubt that I’ll marry him, but it is nice to 
see someone beside you in the morning.”
Their relationship grew rapidly after 
they began to have intercourse, she said. 
She does not want to get married yet be­
cause of the loss of freedom, extra work, 
and demands that a husband would mean, 
but said, “A close relationship is good for 
me because it makes me feel secure.”
When asked if she would quit taking the 
pill if she broke up with her boyfriend, 
she said that the only thing that would 
make her quit would be if the Senate 
hearings found the drug unsafe.
The hearings have cast doubt on the 
safety of the pill ,and a recent Gallup Poll 
showed that 18 per cent of U. S. women 
using oral contraceptives have quit. None 
of the UM women interviewed have turned 
to other methods of birth control.
“I’m in too deep to get out now,”  said 
one coed. Another said, “I’m not aware of 
any side effect, but sometimes I think they 
make me more irritable.”
Irritability may be a side effect of the 
pill, but more likely it is caused by anxie­
ties that still arise from the possession of 
this new freedom. Women are now forced 
to take a good look at the new morality. 
Does it present a more workable situation 
than the tradition of the past?
UM coeds seem to be giving it a try—ac­
cepting it when it relates to their situation 
—not a wholesale abandonment of tradi­
tional moral standards, but rather a bend­
ing or swaying of these standards to fit 
each case.
The pill is offering a degree of freedom, 
or flexibility, in a society where rigidly- 
set guidelines are still officially the rules.
When a couple reaches the point where 
they must choose between marriage or liv­
ing together, society often withholds the
pressures, causing frustrations that can 
end many relationships. Oral' contracep­
tives make the rigid system more flexi­
ble and give the relationship freedom to 
continue until it can be made socially ac­
ceptable.
tionship was a ̂  strong one _gnd he again freedom o f . cgpicej by <£jj
WSU drops academic credit 
from  some ROTC programs
From the Washington| State 
University Evergreen
Resident Instructional S t a f f  
voted yesterday to withdraw aca­
demic credit from ROTC drill and 
summer training camp.
This action came after a pro­
posal to drop all credit for ROTC 
was defeated by a margin of 212 
to 87.
Action on a recommendation 
from the Educational Policies 
Committee, RIS also Urged the 
university to take a “much more 
active role” in the military train­
ing programs on campus and sug­
gested that some ROTC classes 
could be taught by civilian in­
structors.
The EPC recommendation in­
corporated the majority report of 
a committee formed last spring to
consider the question of credit for 
ROTC. The minority report filed 
by several members of the study 
committee called for the with­
drawal of all academic credit for 
ROTC.
Raymond Muse, chairman of the 
history department and head of 
EPC, said that Weiss’ amendment 
contained the “essence” of the mi­
nority report.
Ancel G. Taflinger, associate 
professor of business administra­
tion, charged that dropping credit 
for ROTC would “set a dangerous 
precedent.” He said the ROTC pro­
gram provides professional train­
ing for students. If credit is with­
drawn from one kind of profes­
sional training it should be taken 
away from all such training, Mr. 
Taflinger stated.
SHARPE’S A&W
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Captain’s Plate____________ $1.00
Mushroom Burgers___________ 75
Mexican Tacos____________ .45
Hoagies_________     .45
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Student veterans: efforts to adjust vary
By JACK F. PASKVAN 
Special to Montana Kaimin
According to the registrar’s of­
fice at UM, there were 760 vet­
erans registered as receiving pay­
ments from the Veterans Adminis­
tration last school year. Presum­
ably this figure will run even 
higher this school year.
Returning to academic life may 
well pose a problem for these 
thousands of young men—for this 
is the battlefield of the man who 
hears a different drummer. The 
voice of revolution and dissent re­
places that of discipline and mili­
tary might. This is the voice of a 
new world, of new people; people 
who may well greet their return­
ing hero with a welcome more be­
fitting a traitor.
Not only does academic adjust­
ment pose a problem, but social 
adjustment may be even more dif­
ficult for some ex-G.I.’s. On the 
other hand, others may have little 
difficulty adjusting to the college 
environment in that they too share 
the feelings of dissent or simply 
remain indifferent.
While serving their country 
these men were constantly aware 
that their sacrifice was not re­
ceiving full support back home. 
They learned time and again that 
they were not heroes to many, but 
instead war mongers, cop outs and 
traitors. They read of campus re­
bellion and massive Vietnam dem­
onstrations. Even within their own 
ranks the number of dissenters 
were becoming a threat to the sys­
tem once held in esteem. Service­
men in every lonely corner of the 
world have in recent years been 
receiving an alarmingly high per­
centage of “Dear John” letters, 
adding more burden to their un­
answered questions. And a ques­
tion it is, for never before in 
American history have so many 
young men served not knowing 
why or the right or wrong of it.
These products of a highly vola­
tile generation have been forced to 
split their loyalties in a dozen di- 
rections. They have been deprived 
of the benefits of home so . that 
they might defend them, yet 
countless thousands of their own 
generation have denied them the 
recogniiton many feel they de­
serve. Some are resentful. Some 
join forces with the youth move­
ments, and still others try to re­
main indifferent. Regardless of 
their convictions, many of these 
men have chosen to return to the 
one environment most likely to 
reject them—the college campus.
James Jourdonnais is a graduate 
of Dartmouth College and received 
his commission as an officer in the
infantry through ROTC. Following 
a year of graduate work, Jourdon­
nais was called to active duty and 
eventually was sent to Vietnam. 
1st Lt. Jourdonnais spent seven 
months in the field as a rifle pla­
toon leader with the 1st Cavalry 
Division until he was severely 
wounded by shrapnel. He was dec­
orated for valor and meritorious 
service, receiving two bronze stars, 
the air medal and a Purple Heart. 
Jourdonnais is now attending UM 
as a pre-med student.
Jourdonnais recalls that many 
of the problems of readjustment to 
society were buffered by his ex­
tensive recovery period in Madi- 
gan General Hospital at Fort 
Lewis, Wash. “The greatest dif­
ficulty,” says Jourdonnais, “was 
not that I had to adjust to new 
surroundings, but that the old sur­
roundings to which I returned had 
to,adjust to me. I think you come 
back a little cynical—a little tired 
of the way things are. Yet at the 
same time it’s easy to come back 
and rest upon laurels, not doing 
anything but to complain about 
the whole thing. This was my 
greatest adjustment problem.”
Regarding the percentage of unit 
dissent over the Vietnam war, 
Jourdonnais estimated that on an 
ideological basis approximately 40 
per cent of the men were opposed 
to the fighting, and 60 per cent 
favored it. Regarding the Vietnam 
war specifically, the estimate 
changes to 60 per cent in opposi­
tion and 40 per cent in favor of 
the conflict. “ It’s hard to make 
any accurate predictions on this 
matter,” says Jourdonnais.
“When a kid has seen his buddy 
shot and killed, the dissent goes 
down because he is no longer 
fighting pny kind of war except 
one of vengence.
“The younger kids who had not 
attended college generally seemed 
to resent the peace movement more 
than others. Among the junior of­
ficers it was a different story. Per­
haps as many as 60 per cent at 
least tried't<y understand it>,*but it’s 
hard when you’r§ Sitting in the 
mud to praise it. This is a natural 
human reaction. At times I even 
found myself criticizing the peace 
movement.
“ I do not support violent revo­
lutionists. I am for the individual 
seeking what is meaningful to him 
if it is meaningful to him. So many 
kids who join these movements 
think it’s just the thing to do with­
out any sincere feeling or under­
standing as to what is going on. 
Those who do understand too often 
neglect to impress their true values 
on these people.
“But the movement is needed. 
God only knows the change is 
needed.”
Philip Wright Jr. spent one year 
in Vietnam as a fire direction com­
puter and battery clerk with an 
artillery unit assigned to the 25th 
Infantry Division. He was dis­
charged from the Army as a spe­
cialist 5th class and was awarded 
the army commendation medal for 
valor, the bronze star for merito­
rious service, and a purple heart. 
Wright is attending UM this quar- ■ 
ter to do graduate work.
“There was a great deal of re­
sentment regarding war protests,” 
says Wright. “The general feeling 
was certainly against it. I repre­
sented a minority opinion.
“ I don’t feel that I had any real 
adjustment problems in the terms 
of social adjustment. I thought it 
would be pretty easy to be taken 
in by the army, but I fought -it all 
the way so there wasn’t much of 
an adjustment problem to civilian 
life. I expected to take some crap 
from some of the more liberal fac­
tions as to how I should have not 
allowed myself to go in the first 
place, but I haven’t seen much v i 
that. The last three weeks over 
there were rough and consequently 
hard on my nerves. I did have a 
small adjustment problem in this 
way.
“During the six months before 
I went into the Army, I did a lot 
of reading and grew quite liberal 
in my thoughts and consequently 
bitter when I entered the Army. 
I’ve mellowed. ‘Hippie’ to me 
means one so disgusted he drops 
out and is not concerned with 
what he can do for constructive 
change. We have to be construc­
tive:
“Protesters are generally not
hippies but thoughtful, intelligent 
young people who decided that 
Vietnam was the wrong thing. I 
back the movement.”
Donald Garberg spent 22 months 
overseas at Okinawa. He travelled 
extensively through most of the 
Southeast Asian countries as an in­
telligence .administrator for Com­
mander Patrol Forces, 7th Fleet. 
Garberg was discharged as a petty 
officer 3rd class and is now a 
junior at the University of Mon­
tana majoring in economics and 
political science.
“ In varying degrees,” says Gar­
berg, “I think all the junior offi­
cers were opposed to the war in 
Vietnam. Of first term enlistments, 
perhaps 85 per cent were against 
it, and of course, the people who 
made a career of the service were 
in favor of our commitment by 
approximately 90 per cent. The 
rest were indifferent. In short, I 
believe the majority were support­
ing the peace cause, with the ex­
ception of the career people.
“My personal adjustment to ci­
vilian life and the campus was 
quite difficult. It was an entirely 
different way of life, but as far as 
being accepted by the anti-Viet­
nam, anti-military people, I didn’t 
seem to have any problem. I shared 
their views. Adjusting from an 
austere disciplinary system to 
probably the most permissive ele­
ment in our society was an enjoy­
able transition, but at the same 
time a confusing one.”
Brad Buchanan was discharged 
from the Army as a specialist 5th. 
He had served in the 9th Medical 
Battalion, 9th Infantry Division, 
as a medic in Vietnam. At the end 
of his 13-month tour of duty, 
Buchanan was a w a r d e d  two 
Bronze Stars, one for valor and one
for merit, two Army Commenda­
tion Medals and a Purple Heart. 
Buchanan is a senior in history 
and political science at UM.
“I would say in all honesty that 
about 70 per cent of the men in 
my unit felt that they had an obli­
gation in Vietnam,” says Buch­
anan. “The other 30 per cent were 
against the war, the majority of 
whom were colored.
“There was a great deal of re­
sentment in my unit regarding ex­
tremist demonstrations, or those 
which go to the extreme to degrade 
the American position in Vietnam 
and the soldiers involved. I do not 
refer to the quiet demonstrations 
such as the moratoriums. Person­
ally, I was resentful of those indi­
viduals who were involved in 
demonstrations and not sincere in 
their convictions on peace and 
Vietnam.
“I had a great deal of difficulty 
in adjusting scholastically after 
spending my tour in the Army. I 
have had some difficulty in adjust­
ing to the new movements because 
I believe some are artificially pro­
duced. I think that many of these 
causes have been sought through a 
personal necessity and with insuf­
ficient knowledge to facilitate very 
little change. Often it makes the 
problem more inflamatory.
“ I believe that I get along well 
enough with the young people in­
volved in these causes, but that is 
not to say that I approve of every­
thing they do. I do feel a detach­
ment with young liberals in that 
we realize we have very little in 
common. I qualify this in that I 
feel their approach to both per­
sonal and sociological problems in 
general differ from mine, but I do 
not necessarily believe their solu­
tions to be unrealistic.”
SPRING HAS 
SPRUNG!
SPECIAL TO P.E. STUDENTS
WILSON WOOD RACKETS
RACKETS
. . $10.95
WILSON METAL  . . . $39.95
TENSOR METAL RACKETS . from $25.00 
WILSON AND TRETON TENNIS BALLS
Missoula Exclusive Dealer for
‘WHITE STAG-SPEEDO”  SWIM SUITS
-------LARGE SELECTION OF-------
CLIMBING EQUIPMENT— C.M.I., Eiger, Goldline
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT— Rawlings, Wilson
CAMPING EQUIPMENT— Gerry, Alp, Sport, Kelty, Camp Trails
c o m pa n y  EDELWEISS SKI SHOP
1407 South Higgins 549-6611
And Just 6 Blocks from Campus
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Clothes do not always make UM students
By BEN BERNATZ 
Montana Kaimin Business Manager
Your clothes conceal much of your beauty 
yet they hide not the unbeautiful.
And though you seek in garments the free­
dom of privacy, you may find in them 
a harness and a chain.
The Prophet 
Kahlil Gibran
Michael Butler, the producer of “Hair,” 
was recently named to the list of the 
world’s best dressed men.
It seems that as a multimillionaire, he 
dresses the way he wants — in expensive 
clothes that swing from casual to far-out 
mod.
Mr. Butler dresses for his own good, not 
for approval by others. His desire is to 
keep clothes from becoming a harness and 
a chain.
He may be a rich theater tycoon, but his 
views on clothes neatly match the phi­
losophy of Dennis Hopper in “Easy Rider.” 
“I never really thought of myself as a 
freak — but I love to freak.”
The attitudes of Mr. Butler and Mr. Hop­
per exemplify the decline of the old stand­
ard of reading character from dress. Seen 
in any restaurant around Missoula, the man 
in the sober banker’s suit is probably a 
butcher and the fellow who looks as though 
he operates something made by Bucyrus- 
Erie is no doubt a professor of English. 
One never knows.
For example: Barbara, a UM junior, 
wears simple skirts and sweaters and horn­
rimmed glasses this year — a change from 
last year’s army jacket, jeans, and wire- 
rimmed glasses.
“Last year I wanted to be accepted by 
the freaks, because I thought they were 
cool and I was lonely,” she says. “Last sum­
mer I started to get tuned down, so I went 
on ‘nature trips’ always wearing blue jeans 
and taking walks.”
She said she decided to “be herself,” 
and herself turned out to be a person who 
just dresses to be comfortable.
Frank is not a hick from Hardin
Frank is outwardly a cowboy — jeans, 
Tony Lama boots and checkered shirts. 
But he is not a hick from Hardin. He grew 
up in Billings’ snobbish Country Club ad­
dition; fought in Viet Nam, where he did 
dope; quit a job as bartender at the Elks 
Club in Missoula when he found that the 
Club refuses to admits blacks, and gets 
mostly A’s.
He and his friends—sons of rich and in­
fluential Montanans — date sorority girls, 
drive fast, drink to get drunk and go on 
parties that last for days. “I really dig 
whooping it up at the Cabin or the Red 
Barn,” he says.
Porky dances with hard-rock bands
Or: sailor-style bell bottoms, striped T- 
shirt, black leather vest and cropped hair. 
That’s Porky. He makes a living dancing 
with hard-rock bands.
He explains that he dresses the way he 
does because he likes to be different. Then 
he says he does not care what he wears, 
that he would like to go naked.
Porky thinks bras should be banned and 
goes along with Rudy Gernreich’s ideas of 
toplessness and shaved heads. He also says 
that no matter what he wears his clothes 
are always clean.
Try this one on. Tom sports hush pup­
pies, white socks, tan jeans, V-neck sweat­
ers, button-down collar and a frat jacket. 
No, he is not the house president, he is the 
club pusher.
Tom says he nets about $200 on a good 
weekend supplying friends and “townies,” 
but his profits do not go for more v-neck 
sweaters.
He is investing in the future, building 
up an armory in his apartment for the ur­
ban terrorist movement, which he predicts 
will begin in Montana in August.
Linda is the family rebel
Linda, a freshman from Choteau has 
long curly black hair, wears cowboy boots 
and jeans. Her two old sisters were sorori­
ty girls, possessing countless sets of skirts 
and sweater and long rows of pretty shoes. 
But Linda says that she had always been a 
bit of a rebel; clubs, cheerleaders and boy­
chasing mildly repulsed her.
If her parents give her $10 to “buy 
something,” she may keep it for months, 
then spend it on grass or lend it to a 
friend.
Recycled jugs condoned
When you go to the supermarket for 
milk, according to Garrett De Bell in “The 
Environmental Handbook,” take an empty 
jug with you.
“At the check-out stand,” Mr. De Bell 
said, “pour the milk from the disposable 
carton into your recycled jug, give the 
empty ‘disposable’ carton to the checker, 
and explain your action to him.”
This action, according to De Bell, could
be done with other goods wrapped or pack­
aged in disposable containers.
Her mother buys her clothes that 
sometimes do not fit. But Linda wears 
them anyway because returning them is 
too much of a hassle.
As always in human history, clothes 
speak for the wearer, but the language is 
becoming murky. Students are torn be­
tween “ I dress as I feel” and a lingering 
acceptance of the code that lets others 
measure the psyche by sizing up the 
threads.
M E  COCKE*! • I m  Cecker. Otar 
Landlord; Bird On Tha W irt : Laardr 
Miss Clawdy; She Came In T h ro a n  
The Bathroom W indow ;' Hitchcock 
Railway; That's Your Business Now; 
Somethin*; Delta Lady; Hallo Little 
Friend; Darling Be Home Soon.
IF 4224
Burt Baicharach
BUTCH CASSKWflMO 
THeSUNMNCEKtt
BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE 
KID • Burt Becharach. The Sundance 
Kid; Raindrops Keep Failin' On My 
Head; Not Coin' Home Anymore; 
South American Getaway; On A  Bi­
cycle Built For Joy; Come Touch The 
Sun: The Old Fun City. SP 4227
y j . t H  A L I T T L E  H E LP  FROM  I 
5 ® *  * C a rte r. Feeling 
right; By* By* Blackbird; Sandpai 
Cadillac; Don't Let Me 8* Misund 
stood; With A  Little Help From 
Friends; I Shall Be Released
SP 41
LEE MICHAELS • Lee Michaels. Tell 
Me How Do You Feel; (Don't Went 
No) Woman; My Friends; Frosty's; 
Think I 'll Go Back; Stormy Monday; 
Who Could Want More; Want My 
Baby; Heighty Hi. SP AIDS
ms-
SPACE OUT YOUR ENTERTAINMENT DOLLAR
Start Buying Your Records and Tapes From
ORDER NUMBER TITLE ARTIST RETAIL PRICE
1. Morrison Hotel—Doors $5.98
2. Spirit in the Sky—Greenbaum $4.98
3. Moondance—Van Morrison $4.98
4. Let It Bleed—Stones $5.98
5. Hey Jude—Beatles $5.98 gag «„* exi. im w
6. Abbey Road—Beatles $6.98
7. Live Peace in Toronto—Plastic Ono $5.98
8 . Bridge Over Troubled Waters—Simon & Garfunkel $5.98
9. Willy And The Poor Boys—Creedance $4.98
10. Deja Vu—Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young $5.98
11. I Want You Back—Jackson 5 $4.98
12. Completely Well—B. B. King $4.98
13. Santana $4.98
14. Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere—Neil Young $4.98
15. Crosby, Stills, Nash $4.98
16. The Band $5.98
17. Volunteers—Jefferson Airplane $4.98
18. Joe Crocker! $4.98
19. To Our Childrens Children—Moody Blues $5.98
20. Shady Grove—Quicksilver $4.98
21. Closing The Gap—Michael Parks $4.98
22. Chicago $6.98 (Twin Tape)
23. Love, Peace, and Happiness—Chamber Brothers $6.98
(Twin Tape)
24. Hello I’m Johnny Cash $5.98
25. American Women—Guess Who $4.98
26. Alice’s Restaurant—Arlo Guthrie $4.98
27. Empty Rooms—John Mayall $4.98
28. The Age of Aquarius—Fifth Dimension $4.98
29. Swimm Movement—Les McCann & Eddie Harris $5.98
30. Ummagumma—Pink Floyd $4.98
31. Bayou Country—Creedance $4.98
32. One Day At A Time—Joan Baez $5.98
33. Stand—Sly And The Family Stone $4.98
34. Blood, Sweat, And Tears—$4.98
35. Magic Christian Music—By Badfinger $4.98
36. Touching You, Touching Me—Neil Diamond $4.98
37. Funkadello $4.98
38. Led Zeppelin II $4.98
39. John B. Sebastian $4.98
40. A Gathering Of Flowers—Mamas & Papas $9.98 (Twin Tape)
41. Psychedelic Shack—Temptations $4.98
42. He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother—Hollies $4.98
43. Cold Blood $4.98
44. It’s A Beautiful Day $4.98
45. Butch Cassidy Sound Track $4.98
46. Turning Point—John Mayall $4.98
47. Memphis to Vegas—Elvis $9.98 (Twin Tape)
48. Nashville Skylines—Bob Dylan $5.98
49. Frigid Pink $4.98
50. Take A Giant Step—Taj Mahal $5.98
51. Smash Hit—Jimi Hendrix $5.98
52. Green River—Creedance $4.98
53. Johnny Cash At San Quentin $4.98
54. Creedance Clearwater Revival $4.98
55. Switched-On-Bach—Walter Carlos $5.98
56. The Sons $4.98
57. In A Gadda Da Vita—Iron Butterfly $4.98
58. Easy Rider Soundtrack $5.98
59. Three Dog Night Live At The Forum $4.98
60. A Step Further—Savoy Brown $4.98
61. Kozmic Blues—Janis Joplin $5.98
62. Memphis Underground—Herbie Mann $5.98
63. Midnight Cowboy Soundtrack $5.98
64. Stand Up—Jethro Tull $4.98
65. Greatest Hits—Country Joe & The Fish $4.98
66 . Live Dead—Grateful Dead $9.98 (Twin Tape)
67. Ssh! Ten Years After $4.98
68 . Monster—Steppenwolf $4.98
69. Hot Buttered Soul—Isaac Hayes $4.98
70. Grazin’ In The Grass—Friends of Distinction $4.98
71. Games Guitars Play:—Harvey Mandel $4.98
72. Chicago Transit Authority $5.98 (Twin Tape)
THE MAIL BOX
This is not a sale, but a new volume discount concept 
in marketing re:9Qrds& tapes. Nowhere else; pan you find 
such a complete selection and enjoy such great savings 
too!!
Here’s how it works. The accompanying list contains 
the titles, artists and retail list price of today’s hottest 
selling albums & tapes. Make your selection and apply 
the retail list price to the Mailbox Code shown below. 
Add twenty-five cents per total order for mailing and 
handling.
Use the coupon below to make your orders and mail 
at once to THE MAILBOX. All records & tapes are guar­
anteed and you can always count on the speediest delivery 
from THE MAILBOX!!
PLUS!! You are not limited to our list. Take advan­
tage of our prices on any record or tape ever made—just 
find the title, label and artist—then apply the regular list 
price to the MAILBOX CODE—that’s all you pay!!
The current list will be changed weekly and will include 
the hottest selling Soul, Blues, Country-Western, and Jazz 
recordings, but don’t wait—if you don’t see it on the list, 
order it anyway—WE HAVE IT!!
THE MAIL BOX
LP’S TAPES
List Price Mailbox Price
4.98 2.99 Lowest Tape Prices Anywhere
3.59 2.98 Any Selection $4.98
6.98 4.29 (8  Track and Cassette)
7.98 4.99 Twins $6.98. These prices apply
9.98 6.49 to all other tapes as well.
11.98 7.49
FILL IN BOXES WITH ORDER NUMBERS DESIRED:
indicate your choice by circling Send cash, check or money or- 
LP TAPES CASSETTES der to THE MAILBOX, P.O.
Box 2417, San Francisco 94126. 
Part payments or COD’s will 
not be acepted.
List Additional Choices
(Name)
(Address)
------------------------------------------  (City, State, Zip)
Total Amount Enclosed $____ ________ _______
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